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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
E1

The British Library has been delivering effective business support since 2006, through its Business and
IP Centre. In 2011, this mainstream offer to businesses was enhanced with the creation of the
Innovating for Growth programme (I4G), supporting London-based businesses and funded by ERDF.

E2

In 2016, continuation funding from ERDF led to a second phase of delivery, operating from 2016-2022,
with an enhanced offer catering to two distinct audiences: start-ups and scale-ups.

E3

The scale-up service is aimed at supporting businesses with a turnover of over £100,000 and clear
growth plans. The programme consists of three months of tailored and specialised support, specific
to each SME, and offer end-to-end relationship management. It consists of 23 hours of workshop and
one-to-one consultancy advice leading to ERDF outcomes C8 employment increase, C28 new to the
market products, and C29 new to the firm products.

E4

The start-up is intended for pre-start businesses and businesses trading for less than 12 months. The
offer consists of 12 hours of support leading to ERDF outcomes C5 new businesses supported (C5) and
enterprise-ready individuals (P11).

This evaluation and method
E5

This report is an interim evaluation covering the period 2016-19. It explores the effectiveness of
delivery, progress against outcomes and impacts of the Innovating for Growth Phase 2 programme in
line with ESIF-GN-1-033 guidance. The evaluation approach is underpinned by relevant
documentation and data provided by the programme team as well as primary research collected via
e-surveys with participating businesses across both delivery strands.

Key findings
Rationale
▪

Innovating for Growth aligns with published strategies (Open Innovation, Open Science, Open
to the World, EU, 2016; UK Industrial Strategy, 2017; Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy
for London, GLA, 2018) which highlight the importance of innovation and raising productivity.

▪

Evidence suggests that London requires intervention to support innovation. R&D expenditure
in London shows average investment of just £2,654 per business, much lower than the
England average of £4,543.

▪

Despite lower investment, London has high rates of patent applications (the third highest of
any English region), suggesting an appetite for innovation and the possibility of market failure
in ultimately realising the value of patents.

▪

The evidence for the case for supporting start-ups appears less convincing. International
research questions the policy rationale for state support of start-up and support has tended
to pivot towards areas where greater economic returns are demonstrated, namely growing
businesses and innovative businesses.

▪

There is however a benefit in helping entrepreneurs from the most deprived areas and I4G
Start-ups beneficiaries tend to live in more deprived area. There is also further contribution
made through the programme in terms of support for female and BAME entrepreneurs.
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Profile of funding and expenditure
▪

Innovating for Growth had a slight overspend to the end of Quarter 4 2019, but this was
only 1.4%. Going forward the indications are that the programme will deliver to budget.

▪

Some financial efficiencies would be possible if private contributions were required from
scale-up businesses, either reaching more businesses, or drawing less on public funds.

Programme operation
▪

Delivery partners suggested that the right businesses had been selected. Most businesses
exhibited commitment to the programme and the capability to implement growth strategies.

▪

Most businesses report the length of the intervention to be appropriate, but conceded that
there was a lot to be done in the limited time available, alongside running their business.

▪

Relationship Managers provided an effective glue for the programme in bringing together the
different strands of support.

▪

The menu of support was comprehensive, but greater flexibility was sought by some.

▪

Additional content was sought from scale-ups in terms of finance, social media and employing
people. A final wrap-up or reunion session was also proposed.

▪

The supply of mentors for businesses that had started equally matched supply. Pre-start
businesses wanted additional support and this might be supplied through peer support from
other pre-starts.

Gross outputs achieved
▪

All of the ERDF indicators had been achieved by the end of Q4 2019. Importantly, I4G had
overachieved in terms of businesses supported, contributing to overachievement of other
indicators. The programme was on track to fulfil final target outputs by 2022.

▪

The ambitious target of 266 new jobs was exceeded (106% against target).

▪

Targets for new to market products were also exceeded (116% against target) 122 businesses
introduced new to firm products (105% against target). This output serves to underestimate
the full extent of innovation, since multiple innovations in one business are only counted as a
single output.

▪

Start-up has been particularly successful, with 247 beneficiaries, greatly exceeding the P11
enterprise-ready target (131%) and C5 new business target (130%).

▪

Scheduling of cohorts of scale-up businesses meant that C1 number of enterprises receiving
support targets were very much on track.

▪

Initially, start-up engagement was slower, although by 2018 outputs greatly exceeded targets.

▪

Targets for inclusiveness for women, BAME and disability were all exceeded in terms of
outputs for C5 new businesses and P11 enterprise-ready entrepreneurs.

▪

Quality of delivery was consistently high. Feedback relating to I4G collected by the British
Library’s own monitoring recorded scores between 4.5-4.9 out of 5.

▪

The ERS survey also recorded consistently high ratings of quality, between 4.2-4.7, across both
Start-up and Scale-up.
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Business improvement
▪

Businesses had implemented a number of improvements as a result of I4G support, with 75%
of businesses introducing new business strategies and improved branding.

▪

Businesses had also acquired improved skills, with over half of respondents reporting being
better at growth strategies, business planning and sales and marketing.

▪

Start-up clients were progressing. On first joining I4G only 13% of beneficiaries were earning
sales income and by the time of our survey, half of businesses had started earning income.

▪

Scale-up businesses had increased GVA by £62,000 per business, an increase of 39% against
the baseline position.

▪

Total gross Scale-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £29.8m GVA, with a further £16.9m expected
in future benefits, to produce a total increase of £45.6m GVA.

▪

Start-up businesses had increased GVA by £5,000 per business.

▪

Total start-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £0.5m GVA, with a further £0.8m expected in future
benefits, to produce a total increase of £1.3m GVA.

▪

Business survival of scale-up businesses was 95%, while survival of start-ups was 88% across
all years of support. These figures are much higher than the two-year average of 78% or threeyear average of 56% for other London businesses.

Net outputs, impacts and value for money
▪

Net impacts from Scale-up activity were 123.8 FTE and £11.7m GVA. Additionality was 15%,
with a deadweight of 62%.

▪

Net impacts from start-up businesses were 14.0 FTE and £0.3m GVA. Additionality was 13%,
with high deadweight of 62%.

▪

Excellent efficiency was demonstrated across all indicators compared with the whole English
ERDF programme. Job creation was especially efficient, with a unit cost of £10,146 per job
created, compared to the median cost of £25,700 across England.

▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 4.99 for Scale-ups.

▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 0.48 for Start-ups.

▪

The 2016-19 I4G programme compares favourably with other innovation programmes, with a
BCR higher than the SMART grant programme and Innovation Vouchers.

Strategic Added Value
▪

Innovating for Growth has influenced the wider operational delivery across the UK through
the adoption of the Business Model Canvas across the BIPC National Network.

▪

Start-up activity in I4G has served as a pilot for the ERDF-funded Start-up in London Libraries.

▪

Learning has been shared with other organisations, with the Francis Crick Institute launching
an Entrepreneurs programme shaped by I4G.
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Lessons learned
▪

Innovating for Growth Phase 2 has built on the successes of Phase 1, but added further
services, notably an entirely new arm of delivery catering for a start-up audience, including
mentoring by Scale-up alumni. Additional support has been offered in the form of financial
planning, exporting advice and meet the buyer events.

▪

Innovating for Growth has responded well to the Covid-19 lockdown, with a quick transfer to
online delivery, as well as creating tailored business support in response to the crisis through
its business resilience toolkit webinar series. As such I4G is well-placed to continue delivery
and effectively support businesses going forward.

Discussion
E6

Across the whole of this report, the evidence base points towards a programme that performs well.

▪

Contractual targets have been exceeded.

▪

Beneficiary feedback is very positive with high satisfaction scores.

▪

Business improvements in participating businesses have been substantial.

▪

A positive contribution to the London economy.

▪

Exceptional value for money.

E7

The rationale underpinning the case for intervention was realised through Innovating for Growth by
addressing market failure and rebalancing of outcomes in terms of low levels of investment in R&D,
and by supporting entrepreneurs from deprived areas.

E8

The rationale for supporting start-ups may be less clear cut because the stock of businesses and the
business birth rate in London are both relatively high. However, the case for supporting start-up is
strengthened by I4G activities in helping under-represented groups (female, BAME, people living in
socio-economically deprived areas). There are also synergies between the two groups, with benefits
for scale-ups in mentoring start-ups and some throughput from start-ups to scale-ups.

E9

There is also a link between low levels of R&D investment in London (half of the England average) and
demand from I4G scale-ups for support in raising external finance.

E10

At present I4G is supported by a 50:50 match of ERDF and a public contribution from the British
Library. Following exit from the EU the ERDF contribution will not be accessible, and although other
funding may fill the vacuum, this presents an opportunity to reconsider the funding model.

Recommendations
E11

Innovating for Growth is a well-established service which exceeds targets, has high levels of
satisfaction and creates additional value to the London economy. As such there are few
improvements necessary, but we advance the following suggestions for consideration.

E12

The I4G programme is a proven success and should continue to be supported in a third phase of
delivery after June 2022.

E13

Given its proven success I4G could be rolled-out across a wider geography, as part of a multi-LEP
funding bid.
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E14

Future funding of the programme could include a modest contribution from scale-up businesses to
increase the return on investment from the public purse by enabling more businesses to be supported.

E15

The menu of workshops and one-to-ones works well. An additional service that could be offered is a
link to finance providers to help realise the growth ambitions of businesses.

E16

The case for supporting start-ups is not as evident because of lower market failure and economic
returns. However, there are gains to be had through synergies in running both Start-up and Scale-up
support. On balance the recommendation would be to retain the Start-up element of I4G at the
present level relative to scale-ups, with the majority of resources still devoted to Scale-up.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

In February 2020, ERS Ltd was commissioned by the British Library to undertake an evaluation of the
ERDF-funded Innovating for Growth programme, which is in its second phase of delivery. The
programme is delivered via two distinct strands, aimed at supporting start-ups and scale-ups. This
evaluation reviews performance and delivery over the past four years, following on from a previous
evaluation study published in 2016, since when the programme has undergone a number of changes.

1.2

This evaluation covers the period 2016-19 and therefore precedes the Covid-19 pandemic.
Consequently, I4G delivery for this period was unaffected and the effects of business interruption had
not yet occurred at the time, although they were beginning to emerge at the time of the business
survey in March 2020.

Evaluation approach
1.3

This evaluation seeks to explore the effectiveness of delivery, progress against outcomes and impacts
of the Innovating for Growth Phase 2 programme in line with ESIF-GN-1-033 guidance. The evaluation
approach is underpinned by relevant documentation and data provided by the programme team as
well as primary research collected via e-surveys covering both delivery strands and disseminated to
beneficiaries.

1.4

The research aims to explore and report on were:
▪

Relevance and consistency, in terms of the continued strategic relevance and consistency of the
programme, in light of changes in policy or economic circumstances during its delivery period.

▪

Progress against contractual targets, and uncovering any reasons for under or over
performances, as well as the expected lifetime results.

▪

Delivery and management exploring and reviewing the experience of implementing, delivering
and managing the programme and any lessons which have emerged from this.

▪

Impacts on businesses and the wider London economy.

▪

Assessing value for money in terms of cost per output (efficiency), as well as a societal benefitcost ratio for the services, locally and as a whole.

▪

In addition, highlighting case studies that showcase the successes of the service, from delivery to
impact across delivery strands and covering different types of service and business types.

1.5

Figure 1.1 shows an overview of our method.

1.6

The document and data review involved scrutiny of over 30 documents relating to the I4G programme,
including the original funding applications, quarterly updates and minutes of meetings. The document
review also informed the development of evaluation tools.

1.7

The main fieldwork involved:
▪

E-survey with Scale-Up clients, receiving 72 replies.

▪

E-survey with Start-Up clients, receiving 32 replies.

▪

Detailed phone consultations with participating businesses to produce six case studies
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▪

Delivery partner interviews with six contracted providers

▪

Project Manager interview

1.8

Gross business impacts were based on survey estimates of changes in employment and sales growth
for the sample. Gross impacts for the whole population were estimated using claimed outputs for the
number of start-ups and scale-ups supported.

1.9

Net additional impacts were obtained from survey questions eliciting estimates for deadweight,
displacement and leakage.

1.10

Consultations were audio recorded and analysed thematically for recurring themes and a consensus
of opinion, with outliers or single mentions excluded, but minority opinions included.
Figure 1.1

1.11

Innovating for Growth Method overview

The evaluation has been carried out in a manner consistent with the advice of the Impact Evaluation
Framework (IEF) for the former Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) and the Practical Guidance on
Implementing the Impact Evaluation Framework (IEF Plus). It is also based upon guidance contained
within HM Treasury’s ‘Green Book’ and ‘Magenta Book’ on appraisal and evaluation in Central
Government.
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Structure of the report
1.12

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:

▪

Overview of programme: Describes the I4G Programme and provides an outline of the
support offer for businesses.

▪

Rationale for the Programme: Proves the case for the commissioning of the programme,
based on the fit with strategic objectives as well as supporting statistical evidence.

▪

Profile of funding and expenditure: Describes the financial outturn of programme spending
against the budget.

▪

Programme design and operation: Reflects the views and experiences of supported
businesses concerning the ways in which I4G was delivered.

▪

Gross outputs achieved: Reports on the achievement of outputs, compared to the targets and
a commentary of the variance.

▪

Business improvement: Catalogues the business transformation and gross impacts.

▪

Gross and net outputs, impacts and value for money: Reports on how business
improvements translate into net additional economic impacts.

▪

Strategic Added Value: Reports on the extent to which I4G led to spillover benefits and
created added value beyond the programme itself.

▪

Lessons learned: Draws together a series of reflections on delivery and any lessons learned
and improvements implemented.

▪

Conclusions and recommendations: the report concludes with a summary of the important
findings, as well as presenting recommendations.

▪

Case studies are provided as an appendix, describing how I4G support had resulted in business
transformation and improved performance.
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2.

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMME

Introduction
2.1

This section of the report provides an overview of the Innovating for Growth programme, describing
the service offer in some detail as a means of orientation and context for later sections.

Innovating for Growth background
2.2

The British Library has been delivering effective business support since 2006 through its Business and
IP Centre. Every year, thousands of businesses access the library’s unrivalled collection of business
and IP resources and expertise of staff.

2.3

In 2011, this mainstream offer to businesses was enhanced with the creation of the Innovating for
Growth programme, supporting London-based businesses and funded by ERDF. This first phase of
delivery concentrated on scale-up businesses, with sales of £100,000 or more and the potential for
high growth.

2.4

In 2016, continuation funding from ERDF led to a second phase of delivery, operating from 2016-2022,
with an expanded offer. Innovating for Growth Phase 2: Start-ups and Scale-ups caters for two distinct
audiences: start-ups and scale-ups.

Start-ups
2.5

The Start-ups strand of delivery is a two-day workshop programme which provides individuals with
the essentials to start up a business, delivered via three workshops consisting of 12-hours of support.
The workshops include:

▪

Get Started which covers topics such as business planning, finance and marketing;

▪

Introduction to the Business & IP Centre which highlights the resources at the BIPC, including
IP and market research tools databases

▪

How can I protect a business idea? Which provides an introduction to IP, including patents,
trademarks, copyright and registered designs.

2.6

In addition to the delivery of these workshops, the programme also mobilises Scale-up alumni to share
knowledge, experience and learning to this next generation of entrepreneurs through the mentoring
programme. The mentoring programme involves matching I4G scale-up businesses to appropriate
start-up businesses. Both mentors and mentees attend separate half-day workshops to understand
expectations and commitments and sign a mentoring agreement. Over a four-month period they
attend six meetings.

2.7

As well as mentoring support, the programme also runs Start-up Stars events which feature are
designed to cover a range of topics relating to business start-up. These events include delivery by a
panel of experts, as well as businesses from the programmes’ Growth Club members. This provides
mutual benefits to the start-up businesses as well as to Scale-up alumni who develop leadership and
public speaking skills.

2.8

Delivery is conducted partly in-house and also by external delivery partners Centa.
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Figure 2.1

Innovating for Growth: Start-ups Customer Journey

Scale-ups
2.9

The Scale-ups strand of the programme is aimed at supporting businesses with a turnover greater than
£100,000 and clear growth plans based in London.

2.10

The programme consists of three months of tailored and specialised support, specific to each SME. It
offers end-to-end relationship management through to implementation. The programme is modular
and delivered by a series of subject experts, most of whom are external and were secured through a
procurement exercise. The programme offers the following combination of workshops and one-toones across eight modules (providers in parenthesis):

2.11

▪

Growth strategy (Red Ochre): helps assess strengths and weaknesses and outlines a solid
growth path, including sales and commercialisation models.

▪

Refining your business model (Red Ochre): helps outline a business model using the
Business Model Canvas tool.

▪

Product and service innovation (Fluxx): identifies how to be more efficient and competitive
through developing new processes, products and services.

▪

Marketing (ABA): helps to make sense of the role of marketing and develop a practical plan
to support growth.

▪

Branding (ABA): helps clarify brand positioning and personality within markets as a means of
business growth.

▪

Intellectual Property (BRIFFA): helps to secure and exploit IP assets.

▪

Business and market intelligence (Internal Business & IP Centre): identifies and implements
research needs and produces a tailored report.

▪

Financial Planning (Metavalue): helps analyse, plan, and track finances, including cash flow,
pricing strategy and investment to support and enable growth.

Altogether, the formal element of I4G involves a total of 23 hours of support, including 12 hours of
workshops and 11 hours of one-to-ones. Figure 2.2 shows the overall service offer, including service
specialisms, and how this is delivered through the workshops and one-to-ones with the guidance from
Relationship Managers.
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Figure 2.2

Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups Customer Journey

The customer journey
2.12

Figure 2.3 presents the customer journey from start to finish for both Start-up and Scale-up clients.

2.13

Delivery occurs in quarterly cycles, with cohorts of businesses recruited for each quarterly cycle of
support. Referral partners are shown on the right of the diagram, although some of these services
(e.g. Manufacturing Advisory Service) have now ended. The Department for International Trade (DIT)
and the Digital Catapult are both important sources of referral into the Scale-up programme.

2.14

The Scale-up service is highly selective, with competition for places. Quarterly marketing campaigns
garner around 30-40 eligible applicants and the 20 most appropriate are selected based on eligibility,
vision, motivation, ambition, commitment and growth potential.

2.15

The process begins with an opportunity to meet the other cohort ‘classmates’, gain an understanding
of growth ideas and barriers and set the Business Model Canvas framework.

2.16

Relationship Managers are a key part of the delivery process. They are attached to businesses from
the start of the application process, attending the selection panel and observing all workshops. The
aim is to achieve consistent quality of delivery and the opportunity to take remedial action where
necessary.

2.17

In addition to the programme cycle of support for each cohort of business, there is ongoing support
as part of a wider community of alumni members of I4G.

2.18

The Growth Club has operated since the beginning of I4G for Scale-up businesses as an additional
opportunity for businesses to be inspired and continue their learning, as well as network with other
alumni. Growth Club events, featuring expert speakers, take place every quarter and cover a range of
relevant topics including funding, digital productivity, exporting and recruitment.

2.19

Start-up Stars also takes place quarterly and features panels of Growth Club members sharing their
knowledge and expertise with the I4G Start-up businesses. Topics include ‘How I got my first
customer’, ‘How I funded my start-up’ and, more recently, ‘Making it work (how I pivoted in the Covid19 crisis)’. These events are also followed by a Q&A and networking.

2.20

Businesses are also able to access the other British Library BIPC services including workshops, one-toones and webinars.
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Changes from I4G Phase 1
2.21

Phase 2 has built on the successes of Phase 1, but also introduced a number of changes which increase
the scope of the programme and an enhanced service offer.

▪

Start-ups: start-ups have been introduced as a contractual ERDF output and a discrete service
offer has been designed for this group.

▪

Financial planning: It was recognised that financial planning was an element of the original
service that was missing and this was added in Phase 2.

▪

Mentoring: The start-up process can be very challenging and mentors were introduced to
guide the nascent businesses.

▪

Exporting Advice: Clinics with DIT advisers are run twice every year.

▪

Meet the Buyer events: As a large business, the British Library makes £52 million of purchases
annually and provides access to meet the buyer events for I4G participants.
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Figure 2.3

Innovating for Growth Customer Journey

Summary of key findings
▪

Established since 2011, I4G is a mature service in receipt of funding from ERDF to 2022.

▪

Scale-up support of 23 hours is considerably more than the ERDF standard of 12 hours.
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▪

Places on the programme are competitive and I4G is able to exercise selection of participants.

▪

From 2016, there have been a number of enhancements to the service, particularly the
introduction of support for start-ups.

▪

Engagement is well-managed with quarterly campaigns of recruitment, helping to keep the
numbers on track throughout delivery.
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3.
3.1

RATIONALE FOR PROGRAMME

Having described the I4G programme in some detail, this section considers how it aligns with the
identified needs of published strategies and whether there was evidence of market failure in
innovation support in London.

Strategic context
3.2

Strategically, the programme fits within the ERDF Priority Axis 3, which has the core aims of enhancing
the competitiveness of Small and Medium-size enterprises. More specifically, it delivers in line with
Investment Priority 3a and Investment Priority 3c aims which promote entrepreneurship by
facilitating innovation and fostering the creation of new businesses as well as supporting the creation
and capabilities for developing products and services.

3.3

As well as addressing the aims of ERDF funding priorities, the programme is also well-aligned to preexisting and recently developed policy and strategy at a European, National and Regional level.
Table 3.1 highlights such policy and how the programme responds to specific key aims.
Table 3.1: Strategic context
European context
Policies, strategies and plans in operation at the outset of the programme
The European Commission outlined ‘Open Innovation’ as a key aim
Open Innovation, Open towards fostering a stronger culture of entrepreneurship. The initiative
Science, Open to the world hopes to create an open ecosystem where innovation can flourish,
(EU Commission, 2016)
working collaboratively so that knowledge can circulate freely and be
transformed into new products and services.
Policies, strategies and plans currently in operation

A new strategic agenda
2019-2024 (EU
Commission)

The EU Commissions Strategic Agenda highlights fostering
entrepreneurship and innovation and increasing research efforts as a
core aim. As part of this vision the aim is to address the fragmentation
of European research, development and innovation. In order to
achieve this the commission is committed to encouraging and
supporting public and private sector investment, including in
infrastructure to finance the growth of SMEs.

National Policy
Policies, strategies and plans currently in operation
The latest UK industrial strategy (2017) highlights “Ideas – the world’s
most innovative economy” as a core aim. The strategy sets out to
UK Industrial Strategy support entrepreneurship, start-ups and scale-ups. As part of the
(HM Government, 2017)
strategy a designated Scale-Up Taskforce was developed, aimed at
ensuring more is done in government to increase the number of
businesses that successfully achieve their full potential.
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Local Policy
Policies, strategies and plans currently in operation
In respect of enterprise and entrepreneurship, the recent Economic
Development strategy highlights supporting start-ups and business
growth as a key aim. The pledge to achieving this aim is to promote the
delivery of business support programmes throughout the city.
Other elements of this strategy which relate directly to I4G, include:
The Mayor’s Economic
Development Strategy for
London
(Greater London
Authority, 2018)

▪

Supporting sustainable business growth

▪

Driving innovation across London

▪

Supporting businesses seeking to increase productivity and
scale-up businesses to realise their growth ambitions

▪

Promoting and supporting inclusivity through equal
opportunities to those from underrepresented groups – with a
focus on women, BAME and disabled people

▪

Creating a world-leading supportive and innovative
environment committed for businesses and entrepreneurs to
thrive

Other business support and demand
3.4

In terms of start-up, the perception might be that there is a plethora of other support available in the
London area, but other support is somewhat limited. The BEIS online business support directory lists
just 11 schemes in London offering pre-start support, but some of this is very geographically specific
(e.g. Southwark, Havering, Barking), rather than a pan-London service.

3.5

Delivery partners opined that there was sufficient support for start-up, but a gap in the market for a
scale-up service:
“There is a lot of business support out there for start-up businesses and individuals, but
not for when people get stuck.”
“There are a number of programmes for start-ups, but there is a gap when companies
are established but early stage to help them realise their potential.”

3.6

The BEIS online business support directory lists just 24 schemes in London offering expertise and
advice. From this list, the I4G offer is not directly comparable with any other support.

3.7

The Scale-Up Institute has a search facility with a total of 18 listings for the South East of England.
Only two of these are free and endorsed by the Institute, and the other Google for Start-ups is an
immersive incubator programme and so rather different. The nearest comparable offer is Goldman
Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses, delivered by ten UK universities, including three residentials and up to
100 hours of support.

3.8

In terms of scale-up, delivery partners commented on the transformational, developmental nature of
the support, rather than a simpler transactional arrangement:
“Businesses may get to earning 100k and have a nice living, but how do you go above
that? When running businesses, we [business owners] are guilty of focusing on running
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it and do not take time to step back and think where am I today, where do I want to take
it, where is next stage/vision for this?”
“I don’t know another programme that works in the same way for clients to get over the
hump (in growing business)”
“Other support is more consultancy/reactive.”
3.9

Overall, the offer was seen as simultaneously complementary of other business support initiatives but
unique in its own right:
“I4G complements existing support service, but it stands on its own.” Delivery Partner
“I4G fits really nicely. The way it is delivered is different and complementary.” Delivery
Partner
“Multiple workstreams and multiple specialists differentiate it from other programmes.”
Delivery Partner
“A range of topics we couldn’t find anywhere else. There are university accelerators, but
they’re not the same” I4G client Business

3.10

In addition to the composition of the service, the setting itself was seen to have notable advantages,
in terms of providing confidential advice in an independent setting:
“You’re not going into a corporate environment; the business owners can be more open
about the innovation they are doing. It gives them confidence that it’s confidential. It’s a
reference library and business library, and neutral rather than going to a particular
company.”

3.11

Further remarks about the design of the service are provided in Section 5, as well as commentary on
the quality of the service, which is discussed in Section 6.

Statistical evidence of market failure
Research, Development and Innovation in London businesses
3.12

London has the third highest expenditure in R&D initiatives of any UK region, at £2,906 million. This
ranking, at face value would suggest that the region is highly competitive in delivering R&D aims.
However, this must be contextualised, these figures represent gross spending across the entire
business population and London also has the highest business population at 1.1 million.

3.13

Figure 3.1 presents R&D expenditure per business, showing London as the second lowest region, at
an average R&D investment of £2,651 per business per annum, much lower than the England average
of £4,543.
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Figure 3.1: Business expenditure on R&D per business, by region

Source: ERS analysis on R&D Expenditure and business population estimate data (ONS)

3.14

Despite relatively low investment in R&D per business across London, the area has one of the highest
levels of patent holders per capita across the UK with 6.6 per 1,000 businesses. This figure highlights
an appetite for innovation within the region and justifies the rationale for supporting businesses in
going forward with entrepreneurship and undertaking R&D activity.
Figure 3.2: Patents per business, by region

Source: ERS analysis on Open Patent data and business population estimate data (ONS)
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Business start-ups
3.15

The case to support business start-ups is not so clear, in terms of the statistical evidence. Figure 3.3
shows that London has the highest number of businesses compared to resident populations of any
English region. This is not true for every London borough and Newham, Barking and Dagenham and
Lewisham in particular record relatively few businesses.
Figure 3.3: Businesses per 1,000 working age population

Figure 3.4: Businesses births as a percentage of business stock
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3.16

Furthermore, Figure 3.4 repeats a similar story in terms of how this already large business base is
growing and replicating itself. The rate of business births in London is also the highest anywhere in
the UK. The graph also shows that those same London boroughs with relatively few businesses are
actually thriving in terms of the rate of business births compared to the business stock.

3.17

From this evidence conditions in London are more suggestive of a market failure argument, but
academics have more fundamentally questioned the policy rationale for state support of start-up
(Shane 20091). In recent years, support has tended to pivot towards those areas where greater
economic returns are demonstrated, namely growing businesses (Haltiwanger et al, 19992) and
innovative businesses (Foreman-Peck, 20133).
Figure 3.5: I4G Start-up beneficiaries self-employment rates by IMD quintile

3.18

Figure 3.5 shows the relative deprivation of areas where I4G start-up owners live, alongside levels of
self-employment in those areas.

1

Shane, S., 2009. Why encouraging more people to become entrepreneurs is bad public policy. Small business

economics, 33(2), pp.141-149.
2

Haltiwanger, J.C., Lane, J.I. and Spletzer, J., 1999. Productivity differences across employers: The

roles of employer size, age, and human capital. American Economic Review, 89(2), pp.94-98.
3

Foreman-Peck, J., 2013. Effectiveness and efficiency of SME innovation policy. Small Business

Economics, 41(1), pp.55-70.
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3.19

Encouragingly, in terms of additionality, I4G beneficiaries tend to be more concentrated in more
deprived areas, precisely those areas with historically lower levels of self-employment.

3.20

A further strategic contribution of I4G is in supporting female and BAME entrepreneurs. Women are
under-represented in self-employment and there are also wider labour market challenges in
employment faced by the BAME community.

Summary of key findings
▪

Innovating for Growth aligns with published strategies (Open Innovation, Open Science, Open
to the World, EU, 2016; UK Industrial Strategy, 2017; Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy
for London, GLA, 2018) which highlight the importance of innovation and raising productivity.

▪

Evidence suggests that London requires intervention to support innovation. R&D expenditure
in London shows average investment of just £2,654 per business, much lower than the
England average of £4,543.

▪

Despite lower investment, London has high rates of patent applications (the third highest of
any English region), suggesting an appetite for innovation and the possibility of market failure
in ultimately realising the value of patents.

▪

The evidence for the case for supporting start-ups appears less convincing. International
research questions the policy rationale for state support of start-up and support has tended
to pivot towards areas where greater economic returns are demonstrated, namely growing
businesses and innovative businesses.

▪

There is however a benefit in helping entrepreneurs from the most deprived areas and I4G
Start-ups beneficiaries tend to live in more deprived area. There is also further contribution
made through the programme in terms of support for female and BAME entrepreneurs.
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4.

PROFILE OF FUNDING AND EXPENDITURE

Programme Funding
4.1

The programme is funded jointly 50:50 by ERDF and a matched contribution from the British Library.

4.2

Table 4.1 shows the financial outturn, compared with the budget to the end of Quarter 4 2019. Six
budget lines are shown: Salaries; Consultancy; Marketing; Other revenue; Professional fees and
Indirect costs.

4.3

Overall, there is slight overspend, but only by 1.4%. This is the result of higher than planned salaries
(+4.8%) and marketing (+3.2%), with compensating savings in consultancy (-9.5%), other revenue
(-7.4%) and professional fees (-17.2%).
Table 4.1: ERDF Indicators : Variance of outputs against targets
Budget headings

Outturn

Budget

£1,885,465

£1,798,435

4.8%

Consultancy

£522,799

£577,605

-9.5%

Marketing

£141,706

£137,343

3.2%

Other revenue

£66,379

£71,695

-7.4%

Professional fees

£22,890

£27,638

-17.2%

£282,818

£269,765

4.8%

£2,922,056

£2,882,482

1.4%

Salaries

Flat rate indirect costs
Total

Variance

Source: I4G Monitoring Information 2016-19
4.4

The internal staffing costs over the four years are substantial and include nine full-time staff and six
part-time staff. Staffing includes roles associated with programme management and administration,
marketing of the programme, as well as delivery:

▪

Project Manager with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade A)

▪

Partnership Manager with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade A)

▪

Relationship Managers x 2 with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade B)

▪

Growth Programme Service Liaison Manager with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade B)

▪

Management Information & Programme Co-ordinator with 100% of time on ERDF project
(Grade B)

▪

Business & IP Specialist with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade C)

▪

Business Marketing Executive with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade C)

▪

Marketing Manager with 50% of time on ERDF project (Grade B)

▪

Events & Workshop Coordinator with 100% of time on ERDF project (Grade C)

▪

Head of Business Audiences with approx. 150hr/quarter on ERDF project (Grade SB3)

▪

Business & Research Marketing Manager with approx. 170hr/quarter on ERDF project (Grade A)

▪

Research & Business Development Manager with approx. 80hr/quarter on ERDF project
(Grade SB4)

▪

Business & IP Centre Service Manager with approx. 77hr/quarter on ERDF project (Grade A)
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4.5

▪

BIPC Senior Research & Service Manager with approx. 96hr/quarter on ERDF project (Grade B)

▪

Finance Business Partner Accountant with approx. 30 hrs per quarter (Grade B)

Delivery partners were selected through a competitive procurement exercise. Their contribution is
largely face-to-face interaction with businesses, with some additional meetings with the programme
team. As such they are not a cost carried as full-time staff and therefore represent excellent valuefor-money.

Financial efficiencies
4.6

Publicly funded business support programmes sometimes involve a contribution from participating
businesses. Newcastle City Library BIPC are partners in the ERDF funded Innovation Pathways, which
involved a private contribution of 28%.

4.7

If I4G Scale-up businesses were to contribute towards the budget, this could potentially enable more
businesses to be supported for the same public investment. For a 10% contribution this might result
in a further 25 scale-up businesses, 7 start-up businesses and 18 enterprise-ready individuals,
assuming marginal costs equal average costs.

4.8

This notional 10% private contribution would result in Scale-up businesses paying £1,067.

4.9

Survey evidence from scale-ups indicates that finance additionality (the ability to pay for the service)
was not an issue. Only 14% of scale-ups indicated they were motivated to take part because they
could not afford paying for a similar service.

4.10

This was also a finding in the 2016 evaluation of Phase 1, with the additional suggestion of a corporate
sponsor further reducing the reliance on the public purse.

Summary of key findings
▪

Innovating for Growth had a slight overspend to the end of Quarter 4 2019, but this was
only 1.4%. Going forward the indications are that the programme will deliver to budget.

▪

Some financial efficiencies would be possible if private contributions were required from
scale-up businesses, either reaching more businesses, or drawing less on public funds.
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5.
5.1

PROGRAMME DESIGN AND OPERATION

This section provides a discussion of the effectiveness of programme design in terms of meeting the
needs of participating businesses. Evidence is presented based on the expressed views of businesses
and delivery partners. Reflections include the way I4G is marketed, success in engagement, the
composition of programme content, and the role of Relationship Managers.

Marketing and branding
5.2

Marketing was not an explicit question asked of every interviewee, but there were some interesting
remarks about how the programme was positioned and how it might be perceived. Providers
speculated about how the terms ‘scale-up’ and ‘Innovating for Growth’ might be perceived by some
businesses: “Some might be daunted by ‘scale up’. They might think they need to be tech entrepreneurs
raising loads of money, and think that’s not me. Innovating for growth sounds techy as well.”

5.3

Businesses also opined that they didn’t fully appreciate what the support journey would entail, nor
how good their support experience would ultimately be: “It was much better than I thought it would
be. It doesn’t sell itself.”

5.4

Delivery providers also indicated that expectations could be better managed before starting on the
programme, with some businesses expecting a consultancy intervention to solve their problems,
rather than advice and guidance that businesses had to implement themselves: “Expectations are not
always aligned before the course … this is advisory and audit”.

5.5

Furthermore, businesses thought that the presentation could be enhanced by highlighting what
functional areas were covered by the course, rather than the high-level overview video currently used.
The current video presents credible testimonies from successful former clients, but could focus more
in specific elements of the programme to help the viewer make an informed decision: “There could be
a video that follows a business through the programme to get an idea of what we would be doing.”

Targeting and engaging the right businesses
5.6

Interviews with delivery partners indicated that I4G was engaging with the right types of clients, in
terms of their growth potential, capabilities and attitudes. This was largely the result of the process
of selection and a consensus between the programme team and delivery partners: “We see a good
breadth of applications. We’re all part of the selection process so we’ve got a voice in the process and
a preview of who we are going to accept.”

5.7

Furthermore, the rigour of the selection process means that clients are very invested in the process
because of the effort they have expended to get onto the programme and this is reflected in their
commitment: “they’ve applied and put that much effort into it, by the time they’re in the room they
want to hear what you have to say.”

5.8

The selection process ensured that the vast majority of beneficiaries had the right attitudes and
commitment to participation, as well as the internal capacity in their business to realise the benefits
of the course:
“…generally clients are engaged and motivated.”
“The individuals are interesting and they have quality businesses with good financial
health able to do the things we’re recommending.”
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Free to use service
5.9

There are two separate questions relating to the free to use service. The first is whether funding is
being used optimally to secure outputs and impacts. The second is whether a free service is perceived
differently from a paid for service, with suboptimal outcomes in terms of participation and
commitment.

5.10

While other ERDF projects have a matched contribution from businesses, with intervention rates as
low as 30%, I4G has an ERDF intervention rate of 50%, matched by the British Library, such that
businesses pay nothing.

5.11

The value for start-ups is evident, in that the businesses are pre-revenue: “I4G is free that is huge
when you are starting up.”

5.12

The proposition for scale-ups is different, with businesses frequently using paid-for consultancy
services with an expectation that they will receive a return on their investment. Only 14% of
businesses indicated that an inability to pay for the service was a reason for their participation.
Arguably, some private contribution from the businesses would allow either more businesses to be
helped (lower intervention rate) or less public funding altogether. Within the BIPC network other
ERDF projects involve a contribution from private businesses, an example being the Newcastle BIPCs
Innovation Pathways project, with 28% of the budget contributed by beneficiaries.

5.13

Delivery providers repeated the common perception that a free to access service was not valued by
businesses, but offered an immediate rebuttal: “Clients have to put time and investment into it for 12
weeks and there are sessions and workshops they have to commit to, it’s full on. They are paying for it
with their time.”

5.14

A more nuanced response also suggested that expectations for any paid service were constrained by
a business’ pre-conceived ideas and objectives, whereas a free service possibly enables an
unconstrained vision: “When an organisation pays for support, it can feel transactional, paying you
this amount of money for what they think they want, but they don’t realise they need help with
branding, for example. When it is free beneficiaries are open to all sorts of ideas.”

Appropriate length of intervention
5.15

The total intervention for scale-up businesses is 23 hours of support, rather more than the typical
12-hour intervention of ERDF. Delivery partners were asked whether the time they were allotted was
sufficient to allow them to make a difference to businesses.

5.16

The broad consensus from each consultant was that they had sufficient time with the client, and that
the allocated time was sufficient to achieve valuable business outcomes:
“Format is hour and half for the first session, second is an hour. For the most part we do
have enough time.”
“Having two sessions is very beneficial as clients can come back after they have reviewed
things. It is the right length of time.”
“You can do a lot and make a lot of impact in that amount of time. 95% of clients have
made progress in the session.”
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“Having two meetings works well. We use the first session as a fact-finding mission,
teasing it all out and putting order onto things. The second meeting is game time – this is
about what are they going to do.”
5.17

Although the sessions themselves afforded sufficient time, total programme length was believed to
be too short for some businesses, chiefly because of the competing pressures of running their
businesses. Others expressed the view that the timing prompted urgency:
“Tight timescales – fixed programme over short period, go back to the business and so
busy don’t get time to fully digest the feedback and work on it for the next sessions…
sometimes so busy we’re not able to make as much progress.” Delivery Partner
“12 weeks is quite rushed, with 6 workstreams and 1-2 sessions, you’ve got meetings and
prep work.” Delivery Partner
“We haven’t implemented much of the advice because we got so busy. Our fault, not the
fault of the course!” Business
“Timing - Condensed into 3 months, forced you to get it done. One-to-one follow up
straightaway, be proactive and work on what they stressed the need was” Business

5.18

In practice, delivery has been designed to coincide with ERDF reporting requirements, with a cycle of
engagement and completion synchronised with ERDF quarterly reporting. Were another funding
stream supporting I4G then the delivery timeline could be different with a more flexible approach to
programme management that was responsive in the event of changed circumstances.

Programme specialisms
Scale-up
5.19

The menu of specialist support available was widely praised, covering the right areas to provide a
holistic overview of where businesses needed to improve internal practices to scale-up:
“The balance of the subjects that are covered is very good” Delivery provider
“The programme can transform businesses because its tailored and structured” Delivery
provider
“Diversity of different advisers worked really well.” Delivery provider
“the selection of topics was well curated and covered everything a small growing business
would need” Business
“covered information I did not even realise I needed to know” “A lot of information (more
than expected) was provided in the brief amount of time”. Business

5.20

The business survey also invited suggestions for improvements, with support for more content in
finance, social media, employing people and a final wrap-up or reunion session. All these suggestions
were mentioned by several different businesses, with further miscellaneous suggestions (e.g. business
transfer, franchising) being too niche for a general audience on a growth programme.

5.21

There were several businesses seeking support on investment finance for their business and the
options available. This included comments about venture capital and I4G facilitating introductions
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with potential investors. In terms of demand this links to the findings in Figure 3.1 showing R&D
investment in London to be relatively low.
5.22

Other businesses wanted specific support on social media/digital marketing, indicating that this was
a weakness in their own business.

5.23

A final group of businesses indicated that they wanted support in the area of human resource
management, recognising that growth could bring additional requirements in terms of their
obligations to their employees.

5.24

As well as seeking additional content, there was also considerable appetite for further support
sessions. This took various forms including one final round-up session (“to iron out any final
thoughts”), or a deferred reunion session (“maybe follow-up at a later date (1 year later?)”). Although
these opinions were voiced, the programme does have six-month follow-up built-in as part of the offer
and it might be surmised that these businesses were not taking advantage of the opportunity for
various reasons, despite wanting such further support.

5.25

A recurring theme for both businesses and delivery providers was the dilemma that occurred when
there was less need for support in their specialism, but the business might benefit from additional
attention in another area. Greater flexibility in the allocation of support was advocated:
“I think as my company had very little use for the IP sessions (just because of the nature of
my business) it would have been great if I could have swapped those sessions for say
additional branding, marketing or strategy session.” Business
“had two IP sessions, the second one wasn’t needed. Could choose another topic area
instead?” Business

Start-up
5.26

The start-up support offer was also judged to be a thorough range of topics: “the three workshops
covered a wide range of topics over a convenient period of time (2 days).”

5.27

In terms of subject matter, the main recommendation, like scale-ups was for social media training.

5.28

In addition to the formal elements of the programme, respondents discussed the value of learning as
a group and the further opportunities of peer learning: “Great to meet other people doing the same
thing. We formed our own online community and are still in touch”. It was also opined that more peer
learning was desirable: “A longer format could have included more peer-to-peer interactions as they
usually turn into a great opportunity to explore some programme ideas in context.”

5.29

Since 2016 there have been 66 mentors supporting 79 mentees (from 141 applications). Those that
received mentoring support recognised the value of this additional input: “My mentor was extremely
helpful in providing advice for my start-up”.

5.30

Clearly though there is also excess demand for mentoring, with the most frequently mentioned
suggestion being for a mentor during the start-up process. There was also a lack of clarity on the
availability of the mentor offer: “I didn’t know you could have a mentor”. Although this was a widely
expressed view, it is also true that the terms4 of the mentoring relationship emphasised that mentees

4

https://www.bl.uk/business-and-ip-centre/mentoring
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should be operating a trading business and with 70 new businesses supported supply matched
demand.
5.31

Furthermore, initial exploration of mentoring by I4G found that the best value was to be found from
mentoring those businesses that had already started, since they could present concrete and definite
business challenges they were actively facing. The conditions of the offer were therefore based on
experience of what had worked best. Perhaps the appetite for further support for pre-starts could be
provided by group sessions between pre-start peers as they navigate hurdles and share solutions
together.

Relationship Managers
5.32

The ERS beneficiary survey asked specific questions concerning Relationship Managers, with ratings
from 1-10 across four dimensions (Table 5.1). The highest rating was for accessibility and
approachability, such that businesses were very comfortable speaking to their Relationship Manager
throughout the process.
Table 5.1: Relationship Manager ratings (1-10)
Accessible and approachable

9.29

Support with administration

8.73

Ensuring advice communicated across all advisers

8.60

Identifying other support providers

8.32

Source: ERS Survey of beneficiaries, March 2020
5.33

One respondent highlighted their contribution: “Jeremy was our relationship manager and he worked
hard to bring everything together, this was key to the success of the overall programme.” Providers
also praised the qualities and skills of Relationship Managers: “Very professional, supportive, handson”.

5.34

The initial fear of some delivery partners was that different providers might create confusion: “When
I first started, I wasn’t sure how that would work, and thought it could be too piecemeal but it hasn’t
at all.” Delivery providers were very complimentary towards the value of the Relationship Manager
role in terms of continuity: “They help link everything together for the client and it’s great for us as
advisers too”.

5.35

This continuity is the result of a process of transparency, sharing of notes and the facilitation of
relationship managers and the consensus of delivery partners was that this worked well:
“We see each other’s forms and write ups, don’t start from scratch. There is no gap.”
“Relationship managers giving update independently, that’s really useful…We also give
them action points and tips for other sessions, so businesses will get the most out of those
sessions. Links together very nicely.”

Summary of key findings
▪

Delivery partners suggested that the right businesses had been selected. Most businesses
exhibited commitment to the programme and the capability to implement growth strategies.

▪

Most businesses report the length of the intervention to be appropriate, but conceded that
there was a lot to be done in the limited time available, alongside running their business.
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▪

Relationship Managers provided an effective glue for the programme in bringing together the
different strands of support.

▪

The menu of support was comprehensive, but greater flexibility was sought by some.

▪

Additional content was sought from scale-ups in terms of finance, social media and employing
people. A final wrap-up or reunion session was also proposed.

▪

The supply of mentors for businesses that had started equally matched supply. Pre-start
businesses wanted additional support and this might be supplied through peer support from
other pre-starts.
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6.

GROSS OUTPUTS ACHIEVED

6.1

This section describes the outputs achieved by the programme. This covers the main ERDF indicators,
as well as equalities targets.

6.2

In addition to the outputs, this section also reports on quality, drawing on evidence from the British
Library feedback forms and the ERS beneficiary survey.

ERDF Indicators
6.3

Table 6.1 shows the relevant ERDF Output indicators for the I4G programme. Overall, levels of
engagement were high with more enterprises supported than the target (C1), which partly explains
how other targets were also exceeded. Outputs exceeded targets for each and every indicator.
Table 6.1: ERDF Indicators : Variance of outputs against targets
BIPC sectors
C1. Number of enterprises receiving support

Output

Target

Variance

319

308

103.6%

70

54

129.6%

P11. Number of enterprise ready potential entrepreneurs

177

135

131.1%

C8. Employment increase in supported enterprises

288

266

108.3%

36

31

116.1%

122

116

105.2%

C5. Number of new enterprises receiving support

C28. Number of enterprises introducing new to market products
C29. Number of enterprises introducing new to firm products
Source: I4G Monitoring Information 2016-19
6.4

While engagement targets are important, more important are those indicators concerned with
business transformation. In this respect the job creation (C8) target is most impressive, with the
ambitious target of 266 new jobs being exceeded (106% against target).

6.5

Targets for new to market products were also exceeded (116% against target) 122 businesses
introduced new to firm products (105% against target). This output serves to underestimate the full
extent of innovation, since multiple innovations in one business are only counted as a single output.

6.6

The start-up strand of support enjoyed considerable success in the number of engagements,
altogether supporting 247 start-up beneficiaries. This led to greater numbers of new businesses
supported (130%) and individuals that were enterprise ready (131%).

Success of engagement over time
6.7

Table 6.1 reports on achievement at this mid-term stage, at the end of 2019. It is also possible to
consider how this was achieved over the course of delivery.

6.8

The following series of graphs plot quarterly achievements against the 450 line which shows a
smoothed line of the expected numbers at that quarter, to be on track to reach the final total.

6.9

Figure 6.1 shows indicator C1, the number of businesses supported and the achievement of outputs
against the target. Achieved outputs track the target very closely throughout the whole of delivery.
This observation is very much the result of the recruitment of cohorts of scale-up businesses every
quarter, a process which guarantees the results. The more typical challenge of recruiting individual
businesses and a rush of outputs at the end is very much avoided.
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6.10

Based on this assessment, final totals at the conclusion of the programme in 2022 are expected to be
on target.
Figure 6.1: ERDF Indicator C1 comparing actual and target
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6.11

Figure 6.2 shows indicator C5, the number of new businesses supported and the achievement of
outputs against the target. Achieved outputs start slowly, below the target for each quarter of 2016,
with an acceleration of outputs in 2017, reaching the target by 2018 and greatly surpassing the target
in 2019.

6.12

Based on this assessment, final totals at the conclusion of the programme in 2022 are expected to
comfortably surpass the target.
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Figure 6.2: ERDF Indicator C5 comparing actual and target
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6.13

Figure 6.3 shows indicator P11, the number of individuals supported to be enterprise-ready and the
achievement of outputs against the target. Achieved outputs start slowly, below the target for each
quarter of 2016, but have exceeded the target by the end of 2017, after which engagement has
remained high and targets greatly exceeded.

6.14

Based on this assessment, final totals at the conclusion of the programme in 2022 are expected to
comfortably surpass the target.
Figure 6.3: ERDF Indicator P11 comparing actual and target
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Inclusiveness
6.15

In addition to recording total numbers, a second consideration is the inclusiveness of the service.
Table 6.2 reports on inclusiveness in terms of gender, ethnicity and disability for enterprise-ready
entrepreneurs (P11), jobs created (C8) and new businesses supported (C5), although this last measure
is not a formal target.

6.16

In most cases, targets were exceeded, in a large part due to overall total outputs exceeding targets.

6.17

Both, new businesses (C5) and enterprise-ready entrepreneurs (P11) are both very much in control of
the I4G programme in terms of how they themselves manage engagement. Start-up support was very
successful in engaging large numbers of female and BAME clients.

6.18

Job creation by supported businesses was also a target, but out of the control of I4G directly.
Consequently, supported businesses did not exceed targets to the same extent. Both women and
BAME recruitment exceeded 100% of targets. Monitoring would suggest that fewer people with
disabilities were recruited, but this was due in a large part to suspending recording from May 2018
because of perceived intrusiveness following the introduction of GDPR.
Table 6.2: ERDF Indicators : Variance of Inclusiveness indicators against targets
BIPC sectors

Output

Target

Variance

C5. Number of new enterprises receiving support (Not a formal specified output)
Women

45

29

167%

BAME

45

20

250%

7

5.5

140%

Women

125

46

272%

BAME

113

47

240%

7

7

100%

Women

122

90

135%

BAME

101

93

108%

3

13

25%

Disabled
P11. Number of enterprise ready potential entrepreneurs

Disabled
C8. Employment increase in supported enterprises

Disabled
Source: I4G Monitoring Information 2016-19
6.19

While monitoring information indicated that engagement was inclusive, it can also be seen that
marketing presents positive role models to attract female and BAME businesses (Figure 6.4).
Figure 6.4: Images from Innovating for Growth website showing inclusivity
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6.20

However, one business observed that most delivery was provided by men: “Most lectures and talks
were from men – they said they wanted women led businesses as part of the group, but the vast
majority of the time we were being spoken to by a man.”

Quality of delivery
British Library Feedback forms
6.21

While outputs are shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 there are further comments that may be made
concerning the quality of delivery. Feedback forms are routinely collected by the British Library BIPC
and these are analysed with respect to responses relating to I4G delivery and perceived quality of
delivery. Sessions are rated on a likert-scale from 1-5, according to five criteria: relevance, inspiration,
quality, format and immediate use.

6.22

Large numbers of feedback responses were available for the three aspects of delivery: Introduction to
BIPC; getting started, and the Business and IP Information Clinics (Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Feedback form ratings

Introduction to BIPC

4.5

4.5

4.5

Immediate
Use
4.5
4.5

CENTA – getting started

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

Business and IP Information clinics

4.9

4.9

4.9

4.9

4.9

BIPC sectors

Relevance

Inspire

Quality

Format

Source: British Library WMS data
6.23

Feedback for the Introduction to BIPC session was largely positive, resulting in an average score of 4.5
across the range of questions, with 60% of responses offering the top ‘5’ rating.

6.24

Feedback for the Getting started session was very positive, resulting in an average score of 4.7 across
the range of questions, with 74% of responses offering the top ‘5’ rating.

6.25

Feedback for the Business and IP Information clinics was extremely positive, resulting in an average
score of 4.9 across the range of questions, with 87% of responses offering the top ‘5’ rating.

6.26

Feedback forms also provided the opportunity for comments, which were on the whole positive.
Frequently mentioned themes included:

▪

Facilitators were praised as expert, as well as effective communicators: “useful to have
someone with such in-depth knowledge in their field”; “clear, precise, very knowledgeable”.

▪

Sessions were judged to be practical and useful, with delegates able to see how they would
apply what they had been taught: “One of the most practically useful workshops I've been on
for a long time”; “The instructor gave a lot of tips”

▪

Handouts and resources were thorough and comprehensive and included references to
additional resources: “A mine of useful information”; “Really appreciate the workbook”; “The
print material was of excellent standard, giving a set of good situations.”; “many sources for
where to go next”.

▪

Delegates were inspired and motivated and given confidence. Rather than the sessions simply
being informative and transactional, they provided a lift and a boost to the entrepreneur,
propelling them forward: “I feel so motivated”; “I feel ready to go out and start my business!”;
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“Feel really encouraged to get started properly and in the right way instead of stumbling
along”.

▪

6.27

Facilitators were judged to be positive, friendly and approachable, presenting with authority,
but in such a way as to be accessible: “exceptionally helpful, friendly advisor”; “It made
everything so open, understandable and easy on a topic that's terrifying”

Feedback forms also indicate that 100% of I4G delegates would recommend I4G.

ERS Scale-up survey
6.28

The survey then asked about quality of delivery, with a number of separate aspects of delivery rated
from Very Poor (1) to Very Good (5). The results are summarised in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Quality of delivery average scores (1-5)
Overall rating

4.73

One-to-ones

4.66

Expertise of trainers

4.50

Usefulness of business model canvas

4.44

Accessibility of trainers

4.42

Getting ready for growth workshop

4.41

Practical usefulness of workshops

4.41

Usefulness of materials supplied

4.23

Opportunity for networking

3.97

Source: ERS Survey of beneficiaries, March 2020
6.29

Across each of the aspects of delivery the average score was at least a ‘4’, corresponding to a rating
of good. The overall rating offered by respondents was the highest, with a majority rating the service
very good.

6.30

One-to-ones were the most highly rated single element of the programme and also garnered the most
praise, with at least half of businesses indicating that one-to-ones were the part of the programme
that worked best: “Expert and tailored advice on a one on one basis”. Clearly one-to-ones are
important, but not every business was entirely satisfied with every session: “one to one meetings were
hit and miss”; “Some one on one partners seem less prepared than others”.

6.31

The expertise of trainers was the next highest rated element of the programme, with this echoed in
comments, which noted not just expert knowledge, but also a sincere interest in helping businesses
and an emphasis on a tailored service: “The quality of the speakers was outstanding”; “The passion
and knowledge of the team and genuine interest in my charity”; “The individual focus on my business
and the genuine concern of the individual consultants for my own business.” “Support was very
bespoke, very clear, good critical friends”

6.32

The Business Model Canvas was the next highest rated element, which also attracted some praise for
its role in anchoring the process: “All workshops going back to the Business Model Canvas for context
of how they fitted in to your overall planning for your business.” Although the Business Model Canvas
might work well for some, a minority of clients were left uncertain about how to apply it: “I found the
Business Model Canvas confusing”
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6.33

Although opportunity for networking was the lowest rated aspect of delivery, there was clearly
benefits to delivering workshop sessions as part of an interactive community, rather than networking
per se: “I never felt alone in what can be a lonely journey!”; “really helpful mixing with other people in
similar situations”.

ERS Start-up survey
6.34

The start-up survey repeated four of the questions used with the scale-up businesses, asking them
about quality of delivery, recording ratings from Very Poor (1) to Very Good (5). The results are
summarised in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Quality of delivery average scores (1-5)
Accessibility of trainer

4.48

Practical usefulness of workshops

4.38

Expertise of trainers

4.38

Usefulness of materials supplied

4.32

Source: ERS Survey of beneficiaries, March 2020
6.35

Each individual score was rated at least 4.3, higher than a ‘good’ rating.

6.36

Scores across the four categories were very similar, when compared with the corresponding question
from the scale-up survey, indicating consistent quality across the whole I4G service.

6.37

Comments from survey respondents echoed the sense of quality in design, delivery and approach:
“Comprehensive information well presented”
“Professional insight and expert advice”
“Energetic pace and interaction with attendees”

External comparisons
6.38

Most of the survey questions made comparisons within the service, but interviewing of delivery
partners and businesses revealed that I4G was seen as unparalleled:
“It compares favourably to other programmes. We deliver a lot of ERDF projects.” Delivery
Partner
“I’ve worked on other ERDF programmes where I felt it was a box-ticking exercise. I never
feel that with I4G, they really invest personally in each and every business.” Delivery
Partner
“None of them compared to what got from British Library” Business
“Got support from Enterprise Nation. They had great events with lots of useful talks you
can go to, apart from that not comparable to meeting with experts – it was not in the
same calibre”. Business

6.39

Innovating for Growth is also recognised externally as best practice through its selection as a Scale-up
Institute Case Study.
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Summary of key findings
▪

All of the ERDF indicators had been achieved by the end of Q4 2019. Importantly, I4G had
overachieved in terms of businesses supported, contributing to overachievement of other
indicators. The programme was on track to fulfil final target outputs by 2022.

▪

The ambitious target of 266 new jobs was exceeded (106% against target).

▪

Targets for new to market products were also exceeded (116% against target) 122 businesses
introduced new to firm products (105% against target).

▪

Start-up has been particularly successful, with 247 beneficiaries, greatly exceeding the P11
enterprise-ready target (131%) and C5 new business target (130%).

▪

Scheduling of cohorts of scale-up businesses meant that C1 targets were very much on track.

▪

Initially, start-up engagement was slower, although by 2018 outputs greatly exceeded targets.

▪

Targets for inclusiveness for women, BAME and disability were all exceeded in terms of
outputs for C5 new businesses and P11 enterprise-ready entrepreneurs. Employment
increases in supported businesses was on target, but not for people with disabilities.

▪

Quality of delivery was consistently high. Feedback relating to I4G collected by the British
Library’s own monitoring recorded scores between 4.5-4.9 out of 5.

▪

The ERS survey also recorded high ratings of quality between 4.2-4.7 and consistently high
across both start-up and scale-up.
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7.
7.1

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT

This section describes business transformation resulting from I4G support, with results shown
separately for start-up and scale-up businesses. Towards the end of the section gross impacts are
estimated in terms of FTE employment and GVA uplift to date, with forward projections for a total of
three years to 2022.

Scale-up outcomes
7.2

Figure 7.1 shows the proportions of I4G supported businesses that have undertaken business
transformations by adopting new practices. The range of actions taken was considerable, with
changes being made to many different parts of businesses and most businesses implementing more
than one change.

Figure 7.1: Business transformation outcomes since I4G support

7.3

Three quarters of businesses had created a growth strategy as a result of participating in I4G, the same
proportion as had improved their branding. Just under two-thirds had entered new markets and one
quarter had started or increased exporting. Three in every five businesses had developed new
products or services and 46% had formally registered intellectual property.

7.4

Figure 7.2 shows the proportion of beneficiaries reporting new skills acquired during their I4G
participation. There is some repetition of the results from Figure 6.1, with similar actions and skills
falling into broadly the same order.
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Figure 7.2: Proportions of beneficiaries reporting new skills

7.5

There should be some caution in interpreting results, because the question does not assess baseline
positions, meaning that responses of lower prevalence may reflect higher prior competence in those
areas, rather than fewer participants having acquired these skills.

7.6

As a reflection of learning as part of I4G, these results suggest considerable advances in learning about
growth, business planning, sales and entering new markets. The results would also point to the
possibility that businesses would benefit from leadership skills and people management,
corroborating the finding from paragraph 5.28.

Start-up outcomes
7.7

Table 7.1 shows survey responses relating to softer outcomes relating to building knowledge and
confidence as a result of I4G support.
Table 7.1: Start-up outcomes
Better understanding of IP in my business

4.21

Increased personal confidence

4.16

Helped demystify the start-up process

4.12

Actionable checklist to start the business

3.92

Awareness of funding opportunities

3.80

Better understanding of competition

3.54

Source: ERS Survey of beneficiaries, March 2020
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7.8

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given British Library expertise in intellectual property, a better understanding
of IP was rated highest. The second highest rated outcome was improvements in personal confidence
and comments echoed the importance of such a motivational boost: “really nice to be taken seriously
as a potential business start-up”. The next highest rated outcome was demystifying the start-up
process, which can be a concern for many businesses in terms of knowing ‘what to do’ and ‘what not
do’: “it is difficult to know what is needed and what is superfluous or unnecessary”.

7.9

In the wider study of entrepreneurship, studies such as the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor classify
a nascent business as any business under four years old and EU indicators treat businesses under one
year as new businesses. A minority of the I4G start-up businesses were in this category of having
started their business, albeit in the early stages. Table 7.2 shows progress towards starting a business,
by comparing the proportions at different stages both before and after support.
Table 7.2: Start-up businesses and status before and after I4G support
Status before support

Status after support

Outline ideas only

45.8% Decided not to start business

0%

Well-developed plans

16.7% Plan to start in next twelve months

29.2%

Started business but pre-sales

25.0% Started but still pre-sales

20.8%

Started business making sales

12.5% Started business

50.0%

Source: ERS Survey of beneficiaries, March 2020
7.10

The initial status of most beneficiaries would be most definitely characterised as pre-start. As many
as 46% had only outline ideas, with a further 17% having well-developed plans.

7.11

Only 13% had started their business before starting with I4G, whereas at the time of our survey this
had increased to 50%. Similar numbers were still pre-revenue after support, although these were
different businesses.

7.12

A further 30% of businesses planned to start their business in the next 12 months, such that the
number of outputs for indicator C5 will continue to increase over time, as a lagged response. Based
on the lagged effect of starting a further estimated 24 businesses might be expected to start, from
among those businesses already supported.

7.13

There were no survey respondents indicating that they had decided not to start their business,
although this is a more widespread outcome for I4G as a whole and this reflects the nature of
respondents who tended to be closer to starting and running a business than the whole I4G start-up
population.

Gross Impacts – improvements in supported businesses
7.14

This short section describes the uplift in business performance for I4G supported businesses. These
are gross impacts, describing what happened in the businesses, while Section 7 explores these impacts
for the economy of London.

Scale-up
7.15

Employment growth among scale-up businesses was an average increase of 1.14 jobs per business,
based on survey results. This represented employment growth of 27% against the baseline.
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7.16

Monitoring Information indicates that by the end of Q4 2019, a total of 249 scale-up businesses had
been supported, meaning that an estimated 282.7 jobs had been created in the supported businesses.

7.17

Sales growth was an average of £160,001 per business at 2020 prices, representing a 39% growth
against the baseline. This level of sales was equivalent to an increase of £61,856 GVA per business,
based on a proxy ratio of GVA: turnover from the Annual Business Survey for microbusinesses.

7.18

Gross Value Added is estimated based on the timing of the intervention, with benefits modelled for
the intake each quarter. Benefits are modelled for a total of three years, with GVA converted into real
prices using the GDP deflator.

7.19

On this basis, benefits up to the end of Q4 2019 were £28,776,000 GVA.

7.20

Over time, further impacts will be evident in the supported businesses, with some of the 2019
businesses realising three years benefits up to 2022. Allowing for a total of three years’ benefits to
accrue, future benefits would be a further 149.6 jobs and £16,851,000 GVA.

7.21

Total gross impacts for a period of three years would therefore be 432.3 jobs and £45,627,000 GVA.
Table 7.3: Summary of Gross Scale-up impacts
FTE jobs

GVA

Average growth per business

1.14

£61,856

Gross total (to Q4 2019)

282.7

£28,776,000

Future growth

149.6

£16,851,000

Total impact (three years of benefits)

432.3

£45,627,000

7.22

Survey evidence also found that 28% of scale-up businesses were exporters, although we were unable
to ascertain whether they were born global, or had gone global as a result of I4G support.

7.23

A separate exercise tracking business survival was carried out internally by British Library staff. As
many as 95% of supported businesses were found to be still trading. ONS Business Demography data
indicate that one-year survival in London was 89%, falling to 78% after two years.

Start-up
7.24

Employment growth among start-up businesses was modest, based on survey results, with an average
increase of only 0.33 jobs per business. Although modest in absolute terms, this represented growth
of 52% against the baseline.

7.25

Monitoring information indicates that by the end of Q4 2019, a total of 70 start-up businesses had
been supported, meaning that an estimated 23.3 jobs had been created in the supported businesses.

7.26

Sales growth was an average of £13,675 per business. This level of sales was equivalent to an increase
of £5,287 GVA per business, based on a proxy ratio of GVA: turnover from the Annual Business Survey
for microbusinesses.

7.27

Gross Value Added is estimated based on the timing of the intervention, with benefits modelled for
the intake each quarter. Benefits are modelled for a total of three years, with GVA converted into real
prices using the GDP deflator.

7.28

On this basis, benefits up to the end of Q4 2019 were £541,000 GVA.
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7.29

Over time, further impacts will be evident in the supported businesses, with some of the 2019
businesses realising three years benefits up to 2022. Allowing for a total of three years’ benefits to
accrue, future benefits would be a further 20.9 jobs and £567,000 GVA.

7.30

New businesses will also be created from the enterprise-ready group. Based on the rate of creation
to date, we estimate a further 24 businesses will be created. They will account for a further 13.7 jobs
and £166,000 GVA, with all these impacts occurring in the future.

7.31

Total gross impacts for a period of three years would therefore be 57.9 jobs and £1,273,000 GVA.
Table 7.4: Summary of Gross Start-up impacts
FTE jobs

7.32

GVA

Average growth per business

0.33

£5,284

Gross total (to Q4 2019)

23.3

541,000

Future growth

20.9

567,000

Future growth (new businesses post 2019)

13.7

£166,000

Total impact (three years of benefits)

57.9

£1,273,000

A separate exercise tracking business survival was carried out internally by British Library staff. As
many as 88% of start-ups were found to be still trading. ONS Business Demography data indicate that
one-year survival in London was 89%, falling to 78% after two years and 56% after three years.

Summary of key findings
▪

Businesses had implemented a number of improvements as a result of I4G support, with three
quarters of businesses introducing new business strategies and improved branding.

▪

Businesses also had acquired improved skills, with over half of respondents reporting being
better at growth strategies, business planning and sales and marketing.

▪

Start-up clients were progressing. On first joining I4G only 13% of beneficiaries were earning
sales income and by the time of our survey, half of businesses had started earning income.

▪

Scale-up businesses had increased GVA by £62,000 per business, an increase of 39% against
the baseline position.

▪

Total Scale-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £29.8m GVA, with a further £16.9m expected in
future benefits, to produce a total increase of £45.6m GVA.

▪

Start-up businesses had grown by £5,000 per business.

▪

Total Start-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £0.5m GVA, with a further £0.8m expected in future
benefits, to produce a total increase of £1.3m GVA.

▪

Business survival of scale-up businesses was 95%, while survival of start-ups was 88% across
all years of support. These figures are much higher than the two-year average of 78% or threeyear average of 56% for other London businesses.
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8.
8.1

NET OUTPUTS, IMPACTS AND VALUE FOR MONEY

This section describes net economic benefits for the London economy, rather than benefits accruing
to the supported businesses. We then assess value for money, expressing benefits as net GVA,
compared to ERDF investment to create a public money Benefit Cost Ratio. This is then compared
with other innovation programmes to provide benchmarks for I4G.

Net economic impacts
8.2

Thus far we have estimated gross impacts for a period of three years (Tables 7.3 and 7.4). One final
treatment is to represent impacts as they apply to the wider economy, rather than the change in the
businesses themselves. Here we consider whether business improvements are genuinely additional
to the economy. The three measures of additionality considered are:
▪

▪

▪

8.3

Deadweight representing the measure of attribution of outcomes to an intervention.
Essentially, how much of estimated business growth is I4G responsible for? Our estimates are
derived from the survey question “What proportion of the change in employment/turnover
would you attribute to the support received from Innovating for Growth?”
Displacement representing the extent to which the growth of one business in securing
additional sales has the consequence of reduced sales for other businesses, with the
assumption that aggregate demand remains constant. Our estimates are derived from the
survey questions “What percentage of your business sales are to customers in London?” and
“what percentage of your competitors are based in London?”.
Leakage representing the extent to which some benefits accrue to neighbouring areas as they
leak out of the locality. Businesses in London will have some employees that live outside the
capital and hence job creation will indeed create jobs for residents, but some of those taking
up the new jobs will not be resident in the area. Our estimates are derived from the survey
question “what percentage of your employees live in London?”.

Applying these three estimates of additionality results in net impacts, but one final step is necessary
to recognise the effect of purchasing spending and wages of staff in London, resulting in a multiplier
effect. The Type 2 multipliers are derived from the regional input-output tables.

Scale-up
8.4

Table 8.1 summarises the levels of gross employment and GVA for Scale-up businesses.

8.5

Net additional direct impacts were 68.9 FTE jobs and £6,750,000 GVA. With the addition of a
multiplier, total impacts are 123.8 FTE jobs created and £11,671,000 GVA.

8.6

The final figures for Scale-up are impressive, but additionality is low overall. Displacement is a very
typical level, leakage perhaps a little high, but it is the very high deadweight which results in low
additionality. Respondents average responses to the deadweight question suggested only 25 per cent
of growth was attributable to I4G.
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Table 8.1: Summary of Scale-up net impacts
FTE jobs

GVA

Gross benefits (three years duration)

432.3

£45,627,000

Average deadweight

77.6%

74.6%

Average displacement

22.7%

26.8%

Average leakage

19.2%

19.2%

Weighted average additionality

15.9%

14.8%

Net additional direct impacts

68.9

£6,750,000

Multiplier

1.80

1.73

123.8

£11,671,000

Net Additional impacts (with multiplier)

Start-up
8.7

Table 8.2 summarises the levels of gross employment and GVA for Start-up businesses.
Table 8.2: Summary of Start-up net impacts
FTE jobs
Gross benefits (three years duration)

GVA
57.9

£1,273,000

Average deadweight

61.3%

63.2%

Average displacement

30.2%

27.7%

9.1%

8.3%

13.4%

12.8%

7.8

£164,000

Multiplier

1.80

1.73

Net Additional impacts (with multiplier)

14.0

£283,000

Average leakage
Weighted average additionality
Net additional direct impacts

8.8

Net additional direct impacts were 7.8 FTE jobs and £164,000 GVA. With the addition of a multiplier,
total impacts are 14.0 FTE jobs created and £283,000 GVA.

8.9

The final figures for Start-up are more modest, partly because fewer businesses are supported, but
also because absolute gains are relatively smaller and additionality is also low overall. Start-ups had
£18,000 additional GVA per business, compared with the much higher figure of £183,000 additional
GVA per business for scale-ups.

8.10

Displacement and leakage are both very typical level values, but it is the very high deadweight which
results in low additionality. Respondents average responses to the deadweight question suggested
only 37-39 per cent of growth was attributable to I4G.

Value for Money
8.11

Value for money may be expressed through different measures. In this section we describe the
efficiency of the programme in delivery outputs at reasonable cost, as well as an assessment of the
value for money for the wider economy.
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Efficiency
8.12

Table 8.3 compares Innovating for Growth against national averages for the ERDF programme (20142020)5. Comparisons are made for the number of enterprises (C1), number of new enterprises (C5),
number of employment increases (C8) and number of new to firm products (C29). The second column
of the table shows outputs and unit cost per output for the programme at December 2019. The final
column shows both mean and median values of unit costs for the whole ERDF programme in England,
to provide effective benchmarks.
Table 8.3 Unit costs for Innovating for Growth against England ERDF Benchmark
Actual Performance
Output
C1: Number of
enterprises receiving
support
C5: Number of new
enterprises receiving
support
C8: Number of
employment increases in
supported enterprises
C29: Number of
enterprises with new to
firm products

(at December 2019)

England ERDF Benchmark
(mean and median unit cost)
Mean = £34,000

319 – Unit cost of £9,160

Median = £10,200
(N=623)
Mean = £116,000

70 – Unit cost of £41,743

Median = £17,600
(N=24)
Mean = £71,000

288 – Unit cost of £10,146

Median = £25,700
(N=758)
Mean = £94,000

122 – Unit cost of £23,951

Median = £28,000
(N=78)

8.13

The notes on output performance (Table 6.1) are manifested again in this table, such that outputs had
been overachieved, representing improved efficiency. Even if targets were only just satisfied, the
programme would be achieving exceptional efficiency across all indicators, suggesting successful
initial planning.

8.14

The unit cost for enterprises supported (C1) is very good, below the median value and well below the
mean. Because relatively few new enterprises are engaged by the programme the C5 output is above
the typical median value, but still comfortably below the mean value. The employment increase (C8)
is especially efficient, less than half the typical median value. New to firm products (C29) were also
below the median cost for similar programmes in England during this time.

8.15

Overall, the outputs can be regarded as efficient against a benchmark of the rest of the ERDF
programme in England.

5

Regeneris (2013) England ERDF Programme 2014-20: Output Unit Costs and Definitions
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Value for Money (Scale-ups)
8.16

Estimated net impacts for I4G Scale-ups (2016-19) are 123.8 FTE jobs and £11,671,000 GVA.

8.17

The proportion of costs relating to Scale-up was approximately 80% of the total budget, a total of
£2,337,645, with ERDF contribution of £1,168,822.

8.18

These figures are shown in Table 8.4, along with derived values showing the Benefit Cost Ratios and
net cost per job created. These measures of value for money are expressed in terms of the total
investment, as well as the ERDF investment.
Table 8.4 Net Benefits and value for money (Scale-ups)
Programme
GVA Benefits
Net jobs created
Costs
Benefit Cost Ratio
Cost per net job

Total Public Money

ERDF Contribution

£11,671,000
123.8
£2,337,645

£1,168,822

4.99

9.99

£18,882

£9,441

8.19

The ERDF investment means that for every pound invested there has been a return of £9.99. A more
correct position is to compare the total public investment and in the case of the I4G programme the
matched investment comes from another public sponsor, the British Library itself. The full public
money BCR is therefore 4.99.

8.20

Similarly, cost per net job may be expressed in terms of the ERDF investment, suggesting that job
creation required an investment of £9,441 per net job. The figure, based on the whole public sector
investment suggests a net cost per job of £18,882 per net job.

Value for Money (Start-ups)
8.21

Estimated net impacts for I4G Start-ups (2016-19) are 14 FTE jobs and £292,000 GVA.

8.22

The proportion of costs relating to Scale-up was approximately 20% of the total budget, a total of
£584,411, with ERDF contribution of £292,206.

8.23

These figures are shown in Table 8.5, along with derived values showing the Benefit Cost Ratios and
net cost per job created. These measures of value for money are expressed in terms of the total
investment, as well as the ERDF investment.
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Table 8.5 Net Benefits and value for money (Scale-ups)
Programme

Total Public Money

GVA Benefits

ERDF Contribution

£292,000

Net jobs created

14

Costs
Benefit Cost Ratio
Cost per net job

£584,411

£292,206

0.48

0.97

£41,744

£20,872

8.24

The ERDF investment means that for every pound invested there has been a return of £0.97. A more
correct position is to compare the total public investment and in the case of the I4G programme the
matched investment comes from another public sponsor, the British Library itself. The full public
money BCR is therefore 0.48.

8.25

Similarly, cost per net job may be expressed in terms of the ERDF investment, suggesting that job
creation required an investment of £20,872 per net job. The figure, based on the whole public sector
investment suggests a net cost per job of £41,744 per net job.

Benchmarks
8.26

The results of Tables 8.4 and 8.5 may also be compared with other UK Innovations programmes to
explore how I4G represents value for money with reference to these other programmes. Table 8.6
draws together several innovation programmes, ranked according to the Public Money BCR.

8.27

Based on our estimates, I4G clearly represents the best public money BCR and comparable cost per
job figures. It is notable that the other programmes are, for the most part, grant programmes
involving issuing grants for innovation to businesses, rather than classroom training.
Table 8.6 Value for Money benchmarks
Programme
British Library I4G (2016-19)

Cost per
job
£21,220

Benefits

Costs

BCR

£12.0m

£2.9m

4.09

£6,230

£60.1m

£21.4m

2.80

Smart grant

£28,156

£251m

£91m

2.76

Invest NI Innovation Vouchers Programme

£15,350

£8.3m

£5.9m

1.4

SMARTCymru

£62,232

£27.8m

£26.2m

1.06

Welsh Business Innovation Support Project

Summary of key findings
▪

Net impacts from scale-up activity were 123.8 FTE and £11.7m GVA. Additionality was as low
as 15%, with high deadweight of 75%.

▪

Net impacts from start-up businesses were 14.0FTE and £0.3m GVA. Additionality was only
13%, with high deadweight of 62%.

▪

Excellent efficiency was demonstrated across all indicators compared with the whole English
ERDF programme. Job creation was especially efficient, with a unit cost of £10,146, compared
to the median cost across England of £25,700.
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▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 4.99 for Scale-ups.

▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 0.48 for Start-ups.

▪

The 2016-19 I4G programme compares favourably with other innovation programmes, with a
BCR higher than the SMART grant programme and Innovation Vouchers.
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9.

STRATEGIC ADDED VALUE

9.1

Strategic Added Value (SAV) does not relate to evidence-led theory, but has become a convention in
evaluation as a result of its use as a concept by Regional Development Agencies to demonstrate their
impact above and beyond economic performance indicators. The SAV principle has been retained by
MCLG in their ERDF evaluation guidance, although in truth most individual projects are rather more
focussed on delivery, with few genuine contributions to SAV.

9.2

Because of the status of the British Library as an influencer and thought-leader, there have in this
instance, been some examples of Strategic Added Value, which we discuss below.

Influencing wider strategy
9.3

9.4

The BIPC National Network has embraced the business model canvas in their own work with clients
as a means to structure their support needs. The network operates across the public library system
in the following cities:
▪

Birmingham

▪

Liverpool

▪

Brighton and Hove

▪

Manchester

▪

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough

▪

Newcastle

▪

Devon

▪

Norfolk

▪

Glasgow

▪

Northamptonshire

▪

Hull

▪

Nottingham

▪

Leeds

▪

Sheffield

▪

London

▪

Worcestershire

The Start-up activity developed as part of I4G effectively served as a pilot for the ERDF-funded Startup in London Libraries project. This is an ambitious project to work in a total of 100 branch libraries
in some of the most deprived areas of London. The service is operated in the following boroughs:
▪

Bexley

▪

Lewisham

▪

Croydon

▪

Newham

▪

Greenwich

▪

Southwark

▪

Haringey

▪

Tower Hamlets

▪

Lambeth

▪

Waltham Forest

Encouraging partnership working
9.5

The British Library routinely works with other partners including very well-known organisations such
as Google, Enterprise Nation, Companies House and the Intellectual Property Office. The delivery of
I4G has led to forging a new relationship with DIT to support Scale-ups into exporting.

Sharing of information and best practice
9.6

The I4G programme has shared best practice with the wider BIPC network of public libraries (see
paragraph 9.3).
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9.7

The Francis Crick Institute has launched an Entrepreneurs programme which has been shaped by I4G.

Summary of key findings
▪

Innovating for Growth has influenced wider operational delivery across the UK by the
adoption of the Business Model Canvas across the BIPC National Network.

▪

Start-up activity in I4G has served as a pilot for the ERDF-funded Start-up in London Libraries.

▪

Learning has been shared with other organisations, with the Francis Crick Institute launching
an Entrepreneurs programme shaped by I4G.
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10. LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE DELIVERY FROM 2020-22
Lessons learned in Phase 2 (2016-19)
10.1

Phase 1 of Innovating for Growth started in 2010. As a mature service, Phase 2 has benefitted from
learning during Phase 1, with established ways of working and a proven delivery model.

10.2

Phase 2 has built on the successes of Phase 1, but implemented a number of new additional services,
which increase the scope of the programme and an enhanced service offer.

▪

A new introductory workshop: A business coach introduces the programme.

▪

Start-ups: start-ups have been introduced as a contractual ERDF output and a discrete service
offer has been designed for this group.

▪

Financial planning: It was recognised that financial planning was an element of the original
service that was missing and this was added in Phase 2.

▪

Mentoring: The start-up process can be very challenging and mentors were introduced to
guide the nascent businesses.

▪

Exporting Advice: DIT advisers speak about exporting.

▪

Meet the Buyer events: As a large business, the British Library make £52 million of purchases
annually and provide access to meet the buyer events for I4G participants.

What worked well
10.3

Many aspects of I4G work very well indeed, providing solutions to problems such as securing
C1 outputs, offering specialist support and case management.

10.4

We reiterate the key points made in the earlier sections:
▪

Cohort-based planned recruitment had resulted in an even flow of scale-up businesses. The
model succeeds in keeping C1 outputs on target, rather than chasing targets towards the end
of delivery. The model itself worked in practice across delivery, with continuing high levels of
demand.

▪

Procurement of delivery partners at the start of Phase 2 resulted in expert support. Having
six different contractors meant that genuine specialist support was offered to businesses,
with a wide-range of expertise available.

▪

Relationship Managers were effective in supporting the customer journey.

Future approaches and delivery challenges (2020-22)
10.5

At the time of conducting this evaluation, the Covid-19 pandemic began to affect the UK population,
with businesses affected and I4G delivery interrupted by lockdown measures.

10.6

The business survey, carried out in March 2020, captured some of these effects on trading during this
time. The principal effect was simply reduced demand, little or no sales and a limited forward orderbook.

10.7

As lockdown eased, the economy has shown signs of recovery, but remains well below pre-Covid
levels. The exact scale and persistence of the resulting recession is unknown, but will be profound.
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10.8

In response to this, an early response from GLA was that jobs safeguarded would be recorded as a
new indicator, to recognise curtailed growth prospects.

10.9

The I4G response to the lockdown restrictions was to move to online delivery, with the same sessions
facilitated by delivery partners. The offer was also revised to include sessions to reflect changed
circumstances, with modules such as Doing business research at home.

10.10 Group mentoring was also introduced with groups of 6-8 alumni members sharing challenges resulting
from the Covid-19 crisis, with feedback from an experienced businesses mentor and peers.
10.11 Alongside the I4G offer, the British Library also launched the bespoke Business Resilience Toolkit
webinar series in response to the challenges posed.
10.12 The pandemic overshadowed Brexit, but the effects on imports, exports, tariffs and labour supply will
also pose challenges for businesses during the remainder of Phase 2 to June 2022.

Further possible changes to service
10.13 Our considered view is that I4G has many strengths and has proven ways of working, and as such the
service offer has little need for change.
10.14 One possible change could be the introduction of mentors in the Scale-up service, to mirror Start-up
support by volunteer mentors. This would require some central matching, but would leverage the
alumni network to support new cohorts of the programme. This has already been introduced during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
10.15 As a proven model, I4G could also be rolled-out across other geographies in a multi-LEP offer. The
existing BIPC network, led by the British Library would present a very convincing case to funders

Summary of key findings
▪

Innovating for Growth Phase 2 has built on the successes of Phase 1, but added further
services, notably an entirely new arm of delivery catering for a new start-up audience,
including mentoring by Scale-up alumni. Additional support has been offered in the form of
financial planning, exporting advice and meet the buyer events.

▪

Innovating for Growth has responded well to the Covid-19 lockdown, with a quick transfer to
online delivery, as well as creating group mentoring and a new specific response in its business
resilience toolkit webinar series. As such I4G is well-placed to continue delivery and effectively
support businesses going forward.
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
11.1

The main findings from this evaluation of Innovating for Growth are shown below in detail. Overall,
this report arrives at similar results to the previous evaluation, demonstrating that demand for the
service remains high, that service quality is high and that outcomes for business and the wider
economy are substantial and represent good value for money.

11.2

The following bulleted points show key findings of the evaluation, with further remarks made in a
short discussion section, which is followed by recommendations.

Rationale
▪

Innovating for Growth aligns with published strategies (Open Innovation, Open Science, Open
to the World, EU, 2016; UK Industrial Strategy, 2017; Mayor’s Economic Development Strategy
for London, GLA, 2018) which highlight the importance of innovation and raising productivity.

▪

Evidence suggests that London requires intervention to support innovation. R&D expenditure
in London shows average investment of just £2,654 per business, much lower than the
England average of £4,543.

▪

Despite lower investment, London has high rates of patent applications (the third highest of
any English region), suggesting an appetite for innovation and the possibility of market failure
in ultimately realising the value of patents.

▪

The evidence for the case for supporting start-ups appears less convincing. International
research questions the policy rationale for state support of start-up and support has tended
to pivot towards areas where greater economic returns are demonstrated, namely growing
businesses and innovative businesses.

▪

There is however a benefit in helping entrepreneurs from the most deprived areas and I4G
Start-ups beneficiaries tend to live in more deprived area. There is also further contribution
made through the programme in terms of support for female and BAME entrepreneurs.

Profile of funding and expenditure
▪

Innovating for Growth had a slight overspend to the end of Quarter 4 2019, but this was
only 1.4%. Going forward the indications are that the programme will deliver to budget.

▪

Some financial efficiencies would be possible if private contributions were required for scaleup businesses, either reaching more businesses, or drawing less on public funds.

Programme operation
▪

Delivery partners suggested that the right businesses had been selected. Most businesses
exhibited commitment to the programme and the capability to implement growth strategies.

▪

Most businesses report the length of the intervention to be appropriate, but conceded that
there was a lot to be done in the limited time available, alongside running their business.

▪

Relationship Managers provided an effective glue for the programme in bringing together the
different strands of support.

▪

The menu of support was comprehensive, but greater flexibility on which elements of support
to take advantage of was sought by some.
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▪

Additional content was sought from scale-ups in terms of finance, social media and employing
people. A final wrap-up or reunion session was also proposed.

▪

The supply of mentors for businesses that had started equally matched supply. Pre-start
businesses wanted additional support and this might be supplied through peer support from
other pre-starts.

Gross outputs achieved
▪

All of the ERDF indicators had been achieved by the end of Q4 2019. Importantly, I4G had
overachieved in terms of businesses supported, contributing to overachievement of other
indicators. The programme was on track to fulfil final target outputs by 2022.

▪

The ambitious target of 266 new jobs was exceeded (106% against target).

▪

Targets for new to market products were also exceeded (116% against target) 122 businesses
introduced new to firm products (105% against target). This output serves to underestimate
the full extent of innovation, since multiple innovations in one business are only counted as a
single output.

▪

Start-up has been particularly successful, with 247 beneficiaries, greatly exceeding the P11
enterprise-ready target (131%) and C5 new business target (130%).

▪

Scheduling of cohorts of scale-up businesses meant that C1 targets were very much on track.

▪

Initially, start-up engagement was slower, although by 2018 outputs greatly exceeded targets.

▪

Targets for inclusiveness for women, BAME and disability were all exceeded in terms of
outputs for C5 new businesses and P11 enterprise-ready entrepreneurs.

▪

Quality of delivery was consistently high. Feedback relating to I4G collected by the British
Library’s own monitoring recorded scores between 4.5-4.9 out of 5.

▪

The ERS survey also recorded high ratings of quality between 4.2-4.7 and consistently high
across both start-up and scale-up.

Business improvement
▪

Businesses had implemented a number of improvements as a result of I4G support, with three
quarters of businesses introducing new business strategies and improved branding.

▪

Businesses had also acquired improved skills, with over half of respondents reporting being
better at growth strategies, business planning and sales and marketing.

▪

Start-up clients were progressing. On first joining I4G only 13% of beneficiaries were earning
sales income and by the time of our survey, half of businesses had started earning income.

▪

Scale-up businesses had increased GVA by £62,000 per business, an increase of 39% against
the baseline position.

▪

Total gross Scale-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £29.8m GVA, with a further £16.9m expected
in future benefits, to produce a total increase of £45.6m GVA.

▪

Start-up businesses had grown by £5,000 per business.

▪

Total Start-up benefits to Q4 2019 were £0.5m GVA, with a further £0.8m expected in future
benefits, to produce a total increase of £1.3m GVA.
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▪

Business survival of scale-up businesses was 95%, while survival of start-ups was 88% across
all years of support. These figures are much higher than the two-year average of 78% or threeyear average of 56% for other London businesses.

Net outputs, impacts and value for money
▪

Net impacts from scale-up activity were 123.8 FTE and £11.7m GVA. Additionality was as low
as 15%, with high deadweight of 75%.

▪

Net impacts from start-up businesses were 14.0FTE and £0.3m GVA. Additionality was only
13%, with high deadweight of 62%.

▪

Excellent efficiency was demonstrated across all indicators compared with the whole English
ERDF programme. Job creation was especially efficient, with a unit cost of £10,146, compared
to the median cost across England of £25,700.

▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 4.99 for Scale-ups.

▪

The Public money Benefit Cost Ratio was 0.48 for Start-ups.

▪

The 2016-19 I4G programme compares favourably with other innovation programmes, with a
BCR higher than the SMART grant programme and Innovation Vouchers.

Strategic Added Value
▪

Innovating for Growth has influenced wider operational delivery across the UK by the
adoption of the Business Model Canvas across the BIPC National Network.

▪

Start-up activity in I4G has served as a pilot for the ERDF-funded Start-up in London Libraries.

▪

Learning has been shared with other organisations, with the Francis Crick Institute launching
an Entrepreneurs programme shaped by I4G.

Lessons learned and future delivery
▪

Innovating for Growth Phase 2 has built on the successes of Phase 1, but added further
services, notably an entirely new arm of delivery catering for a new start-up audience,
including mentoring by Scale-up alumni. Additional support has been offered in the form of
financial planning, exporting advice and meet the buyer events.

▪

Innovating for Growth has responded well to the Covid-19 lockdown, with a quick transfer to
online delivery, as well as creating group mentoring and a new specific response in its business
resilience toolkit webinar series. As such I4G is well-placed to continue delivery and effectively
support businesses going forward.

Discussion
11.3

In addition to the presentation of findings above, we present a short joined-up discussion which
synthesises observations from across the report, drawing attention to links between sections.

11.4

Across the whole of this report, the evidence base points towards a programme that performs well.

▪

Contractual targets have been exceeded.

▪

Beneficiary feedback is very positive with high satisfaction scores.

▪

Business improvements in participating businesses have been substantial.
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▪

A positive contribution to the London economy.

▪

Exceptional value for money.

11.5

The rationale underpinning the case for intervention was realised by Innovating for Growth, in
particular market failure and rebalancing of outcomes in terms of low levels of investment in R&D,
and by supporting entrepreneurs from deprived areas.

11.6

The case for supporting start-ups may be less clear cut. The stock of businesses and the business birth
rate in London are both relatively high. Furthermore, business improvement for a start-up business
is equivalent to 10% of the improvement of a scale-up business.

11.7

There is also a link between low levels of R&D investment in London (half of the England average) and
demand from I4G scale-ups for support in raising external finance.

11.8

At present I4G is supported by a 50:50 match of ERDF and a further public contribution from the British
Library. Following exit from the EU the ERDF contribution will not be accessible, and although other
funding may fill the vacuum, this presents an opportunity to reconsider the funding model.

11.9

One possibility could be to reduce the reliance on the public purse by requiring a modest contribution
from participating scale-up businesses.

Recommendations
11.10 Innovating for Growth is a well-established service which exceeds targets, has high levels of
satisfaction and creates additional value to the London economy. As such there are few
improvements necessary, but we advance the following suggestions for consideration.
11.11 The I4G programme is a proven success and should continue to be supported in a third phase of
delivery after June 2022.
11.12 Given its proven success I4G could be rolled-out across a wider geography, as part of a multi-LEP
funding bid.
11.13 Future funding of the programme could include a modest contribution from Scale-up businesses. This
could be used to reduce the contribution required by the public purse, or, enable the current
contribution to support a larger number of businesses.
11.14 The menu of workshops and one-to-ones works well. One notable gap was links to investors to help
realise the growth ambitions of businesses.
11.15 The inclusion of start-ups could be questioned because of weak market failure and lower economic
returns. However, there are some gains to be had through synergies running both Start-up and Scaleup support. On balance the recommendation would be to retain the Start-up element of I4G at the
present level relative to scale-ups, with the majority of resources still devoted to scale-up.
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CASE STUDY A1: Longcroft Luxury Cat Hotel Group
www.longcroftcathotel.co.uk

Abi Purser, Founder
Abi is the founding director of Longcroft Luxury Cat Hotel, the UK’s only luxury hotel group for cats. Abi founded
Longcroft in 2010, opening the very first hotel in Welwyn Garden City. Abi is passionate about animal welfare
and the business has been successful and grown rapidly thanks to its detailed and expert approach to feline
boarding. Abi is committed to providing a higher quality alternative to the often-outdated approach to cat
boarding seen elsewhere in the market. Longcroft offers a home-from-home experience for feline guests and
peace of mind to their owners.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups
When Abi first approached the Innovating for Growth Scale-ups programme in 2016, there were 12 Longcroft
Cat Hotels. The programme provided a timely opportunity to reflect on the progress Abi had made with the
development of her franchise business. It gave her the chance to identify how best to develop her business
further, to help inspire its further growth.
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups programme
Abi was impressed by the broad range of support the programme offered; including one-to-ones, workshops
and networking events. It was extremely useful to be part of a cohort of like-minded professionals, where she
could share her experiences with others and gain fresh perspectives on her business. Abi found the marketing
one-to-ones particularly useful. It was reassuring to hear from experienced professionals that they were
impressed by Longcroft’s marketing approach. The feedback Abi received helped provide her with inspiration
for how to keep developing and expanding her franchise business further.
Outcomes & Impact
Abi believes her involvement in the programme has had a significant impact on the business. Since becoming
involved, Longcroft has roughly doubled in size – it now has 23 locations around the UK and opened its first
hotel in South Wales, won The Guardian’s ‘most innovative business‘ award and partnered with Facebook to
celebrate the company's customer connection through social media channels. With over 3,000 5-star
customer reviews Longcroft continues to lead the way. The programme helped Abi to gain a clearer sense of
direction for her franchise business. It provided an invaluable opportunity to step back and reflect on how far
Longcroft had come in a relatively short time. It enabled Abi to consolidate and build on that success, to
ensure sustainable growth for her business in the future.
Future Plans
Longcroft is continuing to expand and exceed all customer expectations, tailoring their offering to embrace
cat owners and their beloved cat’s needs. There are a number of new franchise locations in planning and
new hotels opening despite the uncertainty of the current economic situation. Abi was invited to join the
board of Directors representing the PIF (Pet Industry Federation). The programme’s range of support and
resources helped Longcroft to achieve its business goals more quickly, and provided valuable support for its
future growth plans.
The Innovating for Growth programme has been incredibly inspiring.
It was just the opportunity we needed for Longcroft, to help us reflect
on our progress and really scrutinise what we were doing well and
how we could do even better. I really benefited from the support to
my own personal and professional growth, particularly through the
one-on-one mentorship. It really brought a fresh perspective and
helped us to keep innovating and looking forward.”
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CCASE STUDY A2: CompliMed Ltd
www.complimed.co.uk
Dr Rina Newton, Managing Director
Dr Rina Newton is the managing director of CompliMed Ltd. The business was founded in 2010 and over the
last ten years has established itself as one of the UK’s leading healthcare compliance consultancies, providing
expert compliance and medical approval services to the pharmaceutical industry.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups
When Rina first discovered the Innovating for Growth programme, via an advertisement in the Evening
Standard in February 2017, the business was at a crossroads and Rina did not know whether to expand or take
a new direction and was in need of fresh impetus. The hope was that involvement in the project would provide
an injection of motivation and help with moving the business forward.
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups programme
Rina felt that the programme went beyond her expectations, the support from the programme gave her the
motivation to expand. The nature of the support received by Rina and the team at CompliMed was access to
group workshops on branding, strategy and marketing, one-to-one sessions also covering these topics as well
as IP and trademarks, and also help with writing business models. Rina was particularly impressed by the
business models discussion, strategy masterclass and the opportunity to meet and network with likeminded
businesses.
Outcomes & Impact
Since participating in Innovating for Growth, CompliMed has experience significant growth, in terms of
headcount and revenue but also the sale of the business to become part of a global group. The programme
helped CompliMed to protect the IP surrounding the business name. Softer impacts attributed to the
programme support include: clearer vision and strategy, increased confidence and refocussing the business.
Rina felt that without the programme support the business growth would have either stayed flat or slowly
wound up. Through introductions made by the team at the British Library, Rina is a member of the Women
and Enterprise All-party Parliamentary Group.
Future Plans
CompliMed will hit >£3 million turnover this year, displaying significant growth since the time of joining
Innovating for Growth back in 2017 when it was £750,000. This growth has also enabled her to grow staff from
three to twelve. Having recently merged with PharmaLex Group, CompliMed is expanding services across
Europe and has worked alongside 20 of the top 25 global pharma companies.
“The Innovating for Growth Programme helped CompliMed
to realise our potential and grow in line with our values and
beliefs.”
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CASE STUDY A3: Roger Mears Architects LLP
www.rmears.co.uk
Sarah Khan, Partner
Sarah is a practice partner at Roger Mears Architects LLP. The business was founded in 1980 by Roger Mears
and in 2015 became a partnership. Over the last forty years the practice has specialised in the alteration,
extension and repair of historic buildings, both domestic and commercial.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups
Sarah had been searching for business support for some time when she first learned about the Innovating for
Growth Scale-ups programme in 2017. At the time the company was a small practice with fewer than five
staff, however, given the change to a partnership model there was greater capacity for growth and to prevent
the business getting top-heavy. Sarah joined the programme to support with the business’ development, as
the increasingly specialist nature of the day-to-day work made focusing on and achieving growth difficulty.
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups programme
Sarah found the support from the programme to be really useful and that they have been able to successfully
implement the lessons learnt and advice in sessions. Sarah felt that the project team fully understood the
business’ needs, the one-to-one advice sessions were considered to be the particularly useful, especially given
the very niche offer of the business. Sarah was also impressed with the level of communication from the team
at the British Library in keeping in touch and always being there to offer support and guidance.
Outcomes & Impact
Since being involved in the programme, Roger Mears Architects has increased the number of staff from three
to five and turnover has also increased by approximately a third. As a result of the programme they also
tailored their branding and broadened the work that they provide. Since the programme support they have
also explored new marketing avenues including applying for Industry and sector awards, for which they have
been successful, having recently been awarded an RICS and shortlisted for an RIBA award. The company
desperately needed support and would have had to hire a specialist in the absence of the Scale-up support.
Future Plans
The team have recently moved into a new office and have begun diversifying and expanding their service
offer. The business is continuing to grow, both in terms of income as well as the size of the team driven by
the focused marketing that was supported by the advice and guidance from the team at the British Library.
The team are also looking to add another partner over the next year as one partner retires.
“I was so pleased with the support we received from the
British Library’s Scale-up programme. It really helped us to
take the business forward and I have already recommended it
to contacts in my network.”
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CASE STUDY A4: The Unified Wolves Ltd
www.theunifiedwolves.com

Rebecca Imaizumi, Founder
Rebecca Imaizumi is the founder of The Unified Wolves Ltd, which is an award-winning creative agency
specialising in experiential marketing and brand activation by tailored dance performances to increase brand
awareness and interaction between brands and their customers. The business was founded by Rebecca in
2017.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Start-ups
When Rebecca first discovered the Innovating for Growth: Start-ups programme in 2018 the business had
only just begun trading. Rebecca first heard about the programme whilst studying for her Master’s degree at
Kingston University, after attending a number of workshops at the British Library she applied for the
programme and was accepted. At the time she knew that there was a wide range of business support available
and given it is her first start-up venture was seeking support around running a business in London as well as
professional support in developing a successful start-up business.
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Start-ups programme
Rebecca found the tailored approach of the Innovating for Growth programme to be very helpful in
supporting her specific needs. As part of the programme support Rebecca attended workshops, networking
events and gained one-to-one support from her mentoring, which she found most valuable. Rebecca felt the
project really understood her needs, matching her with a suitably skilled mentor who also had experience in
the creative industry. She was impressed by the support and felt as though the team genuinely cared about
the success of her business, providing candid and helpful advice to help her on her start-up journey.
Outcomes & Impact
Following the support from the programme Rebecca felt much more confident in the direction she was going
with her business and acquired the analytical skills to stay grounded in effectively running the business. As
well as the technical skills supporting the business development, Rebecca also gained the support of a trusted
mentor who sincerely supports her on her business journey. The impacts of the support have been growth of
the business, as well as the confidence to pursue ideas and a greater insight into the creative industry. The
support also helped her to focus on the core service as well as identify a client-base to connect with, which
led to valued connections and a 35% increase in clients.
Future Plans
The Unified Wolves Ltd has grown from strength to strength following the programme support, having
connected with over 900 decision makers in marketing and creative agencies, and a growing portfolio of
clients through ongoing projects. The business was also awarded as a semi-finalist for the London Mayor’s
Entrepreneur awards in 2019.
“The support from the Start-ups programme provided me with a
better understanding of the strengths of my business and to have
a sharper focus on these strengths. I’ve gained much more
confidence and am grateful for all of the support I have received.”
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CASE STUDY A5: UnderTheDoormat Ltd
www.UnderTheDoormat.com

Richard Bridger, Chief Operating Officer
Richard is the Chief Operating Officer of UnderTheDoormat. The business was founded in July 2014 by Merilee
Karr and is an award-winning luxury home accommodation business, offering modern travellers the quality of
a hotel in the comfort of homes.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups
When UnderTheDoormat first approached the Innovating for Growth Scale-ups programme in 2018 the
company was at a post initial growth stage, looking at reorientation to become a fully established company.
Merilee had been engaged with the British Library for some time and had a longstanding relationship and the
programme support seemed to fit with the ambition of the business, as they were looking to take a step up
and increase growth.
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups programme
The team were impressed by the range of support which was offered, covering a wide spectrum of concrete
business areas. The marketing and branding element of the support was found to be really helpful for the
business. The team felt that the programme really provided the business with a set of tools to change how
they perceived themselves and where they wanted to go. The tailored consultancy support was also praised
for being high in quality.
Outcomes & Impact
Since being involved in the programme, UnderTheDoormat has considerably increased both employment and
turnover by 10% and over 100% respectively, having reached over £2m in turnover in the previous financial
year. The team indicated that this growth had been facilitated by the programme, but it also helped them to
review and update their recruitment approach. A softer impact is that the business how much more clarity
on what to focus on and the direction that they wanted to go in. This enabled the business to achieve goals
faster than they might have done without the support.
Future Plans
Throughout the Covid-19 crisis, UnderTheDoormat has opened its doors to NHS Key Workers, offering free
accommodation through its NHS Home scheme. This scheme enables NHS frontline workers to stay in a safe
place close to their work and allow them to isolate from family. They have now launched TrustedStays.co.uk
as the commercially sustainable industry portal to NHS and government and their B2B PropTech arm,
Hospiria.com which will enable global scalability as a SaaS platform.
“The British Library programme was excellent, it had a real
focus on key areas of business at both a conceptual level and a
practical level. It helped us to identify key platforms about our
strategy, our culture and execution. We couldn’t recommend it
highly enough.”
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CASE STUDY A6: Stitch & Story
www.stitchandstory.com

Jennifer Lam, CEO and Co-founder
Jennifer is the Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder of Stitch & Story. The business was founded in
February 2013 by Jennifer and Jen Hoang initially as a series of workshops to re-invent the traditional
concept of knitting to inspire a new generation of hobbyists. Since then the business has evolved to an ecommerce platform with an extensive product range.
Finding out about Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups
When Stitch & Story first approached the Innovating for Growth Scale-ups programme in April 2017 the
company was looking to transition from a kitchen start-up to scaling up operations and exploring growth
options. The team were first made aware of the programme following a social media advert. Prior to
engaging with the programme, Stitch & Story had already been accessing business resources via the British
Library’s Business & Intellectual Property Centre (BIPC).
Help from the Innovating for Growth: Scale-ups programme
As part of the programme, Stitch & Story received mentorship support as well as focused workshops in the
areas of marketing, brand, product and finance. The team were particularly impressed by the tailored
nature of the support specific to their business and the practical nature of the advice received. The team
also praised the programme and its staff for really taking the time to understand the needs of the business
and consulting with them on the best course of action.
Outcomes & Impact
Since their involvement in the programme, Stitch & Story have grown from a kitchen start-up to a global
company exporting to over 50 countries. Stitch & Story have also been able to increase the team from four
to seventeen staff and also increased its distribution and partnership network. Jennifer also indicated that
the support of the programme had helped to shift her mentality of how to operate and grow a business,
helping her to develop leadership and management skills.
Future Plans
During the Covid-19 pandemic, the team hosted its first virtual knitting workshop, teaching staff at Great
Ormond Street Hospital the basics of knitting, promoting the impact on health and wellbeing that crafts
can have. Stitch & Story continues to grow since involvement in the programme and the business has been
successful in accessing Seed Level Venture Capital investment to further expand operations.
“The I4G programme helped me to scale the business and turn it
from a kitchen table start-up to a global business.”
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